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FOREWORD 

THIS FOHMS VOLUME X of the fifteen volume work on Yiin-kang and is devoted to the investigation and 

report of Cave XIII and the outside niches of Caves XI- XIII. 

The photographs were for the mostpart made in 1938 ami 1939 by Mr. 0_ Hatachi, former In

stitute photographer, assisted in part by Mr. T_ Yoneda, present member of National Museum in Tokyo 

and in part by Mr. U _ Oka~aki, fanner Institute member. The measurements of Cave XlII were made 

in 1940 by Mr_ S_ Sugiyama, present member of the Institute of Architecture, Facculty of Enginef'r

ing of Kyoto University, assisted by Mr. K. Yamanouchi, former Institute member. Those of Cave XIA 

were made 1938 by S. Mizuno. The drawing of the former was executed by Mr. S. Takayanagi, member 

of the Institute, amI that of the latter by Mr. M. Kitano also member of the Institute. The rubbings 

were done in 1938 and 1939 by Mr. Hsli Li-hsin. 

The text is the joint authorship of S. Mizuno and T. Nagahiro. The translation was made by 

Mr. P. C. SwamI of the Museum of Eastern Art, Oxford University who generously gave some of his 

valuable time during his study of eastern art in our country to a willing help in this work. 

The printing of this volume was made possible hy funds of the Institute with the encouragement 

of the Ministry of Education and Kyoto University. 

To the gentlemen and Government agencies mentioned above are due our sincerest thanks. We 

wish abo to record our warlIl regard and gratitlltde to Mr. K. Saito, Mr. Ch'en Hsicn-ming, and Mr. 

T. Okazaki, assistant of the Institute, who have devoted themselves whole-heartedly 1.0 the heavy task 

of publishing this volume as well as to those whose names arc not mentioned here but who helpe(l or 

enrollraged liS, directly or indirectly during these years of our researches. 

]IMBlJNKAGAKlJ-KENKY[SH() 

KYOTO UNIVERSITY 

December, 19.52 

SEIlCHI MIZUNO 

TOSIlIO NAGAHIRO 



INTRODUCTION 

YON-KANG AND LUNG-MtN STYLES 

1 

IN TIlE 17TH YEAR of the T'ai-hoJ,(.fw period (A. D. 493) Emperor Hsiao-wen ::¥:?!C'li'i of the Northern 

Wei dynasty finally decided to move the capital from Ta-t'ung klnj to Lo-yang UH-b} in Honan. His 

first intenlion had been to continue his campaign against his enemies in the south hut the opposition of 

his suhjeds compelled him to abandon this project. Thus, arriving at Lo-yang with his troops, he 

ordered his ministers Mu Liang ,f!iJ:1.'i, Li Ch'ung 1~1'11 and Tung Chueh JRffl to begin there the construc

tion of the new capital. As may well he imagined, his subjed', whose old homes were in the norlhern 

provinces, were not happy about this change of capital and he was forced to take steps to relieve them 

of their dissatisfaetions as well as to calm those subjects who were still living in Ta-t'lmg region. 

Acconlingly, in the Fehruary of the next year (i. e. 18th year of T'ai-ho, A.D. 494) he returned from 

Lo.yang to Ta-t'ung ami paid an official visit to Yung-ku-ling 7kfll1~, the mausoleum of his grand

mother_ the Empr<'ss Dowager Wcn-ming )(fl)JA:rr;-. 
Then, gathering the rcmailllier of his suhjects who were still living in the Ta-t'ung region at the 

T'ai·chi Hall -h:j;rK~ he informed them officially of his decision to transfer the capital to Lo-yang. He 

left Ta.t'llng in Octoher of the same year, arriving back in Lo-yang in November. In December he 

issued an Imperial Rescript estahlishing new regulations for eourt and official costume and from this 

time onwards began the Lo-yang period of Emperor Hsiao-wen." 

[tis ohviowi that Ihe construction of the Yun-kanl\ cave-temples was weatly affected by this 

transfel' of the capital. Henceforth, Ta-t'ung losl ils position of importance as a national centre and 

hecame nothinl\ more than a provincial centre. The large ,wale excavations as planned hy the im

perial cOllrt came to a sudden stop and it was due to this fact that somc of the Yun-kang caves, even 

I he largest among them, were left in all unfinished statc. 

Despite the large scale move, however, both in Ta·t'llng and in Yun-kang there still remained 

many Buddhist temples occupied by monks who carried on thei r piolls rt>ligious activities. It was 

not possible f()r the simple political fact of the removal of the capital to destroy so rapidly the influence 

and power of the clergy. In facl, thc sculpting of Buddhist images and the work in the caves did not 

die out so rapidly. Inevitably, however, it resulted in a Cliiting down of the scale of excavation; large 

cavtes and giant figures giving way to caves planned on a milch smaller scale. This was the origin of the 
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yUN.KANG, CAVE XIII 

westernmost group of caves as well as many niches Oil the outcr walls of the Wu.huu·tung Ji.:lhllij caves" 

and on the walls of Caves XI, XIII etc." 

The swlptors of Yun.kang, however, in the period of some ten Yf'ars hef(Jf(~ Ihe trallsfer of the 

capital, had been changing and developing their style of carving. These changes are parlicularly 

evident on the sculptures of Cave VI where the Western style of ,Iress was smldenly abandoned in 

favour of a new style of Buddhist images in which native Chinese dress was suggested, i. e. the so· 

mllcd mienfu style ~)lIbl: or offLcial Chinese dress. This new style is hened(lrth referred to as Cave 

VI style. 

The new dress falls in two parallel folds down over the breast between whieh is a hanging sash. 

On" part of the upper garment comes down over the right shoulder, crosses over the Jeft fore·arm and 

hangs down the left side. Both halves of the garment hang down on the sides forming wing·shapes 

like the sleeves of Chinese dress. The drapery forms pleats and slep·like folds. Both arms arc 

cnlirely covered hy the rohe and only the hands are visiLle (Fig. 1). In the imaf!;es in the earlier or 

Cave VIII style, it is usual to find the left hand clasping the hem of Ihe doth but in Cavl' VI slyle, 

instead of Ihis, the hand is shown Halm outward and fingers clenched except for the eXlended thumb 

and index finger. The skirts Aare out on each side and, as wilh the upper garn1l'nl, have pleats and 

step·like folds. The skirts which end in wavy lines hang down to Ihe til'S of Ih" feet. In the Cave 

VIII slyle Ihe hody is dearly revealed by the drapery but in the Cave VI style il is entirPly ('over!'d 

hy Ihe drapery and all attention is concentrated on the expression of the folds ele. The problem is 

one of discoverinf!; why this change took place. It must he assumed that the arlists in the earlier 

yun·kang style who were accustomed to represent Western type dress gradually fell out of favour. It 

has further heen suggested that this style were familiar only to Western Buddhist monks and both 

stratlf!;c and unacceptahlc to the Northern Wei peoples. It is understandahle that they would not think 

to cover the Buddha with their own tribal dress but, if Ihere should he some form of dre"s ordained 

and worn by the Emperor who was considered superior even to Ihe Buddhist world, it is natural that 

such a dress wuld, with justifLcation, he adopted fill' the covering of images of the Buddha. On this 

theory, tlIP 10th year of the T'ai·ho period (A.D. 486) is an important date, for it was Ihen that the 

Emperor issued his ordinance concerning official cm;tume, designed nol after tIl<' fashion of the Hsiell· 

pci trihes hut hased on traditional ari"tocratic Chinese dress. This provi<if's an important chII' 

regarding the crcalion of the Cave VI style of dress on the Buddhist images." 

In Cave VI a uniformity was for the first lime attained wilh splendid scull'tnrcs in this new style 

covering all the walls. This cave must Ihwi he considered a, Ihe slarlinf!; point ill the developllLent 

of the style. It is also of particular significance that this style is also seen OlL the main Buddha of 

Cave XVI which is one of the largest main images of the Caves of T'an.yao '.J:;I~l. 

Although the date, lOth year of T'ai·lto, may he taken as a rough index to the new sly Ie, i.e. the 

1 Wei-slut (Tlln~-wf-;n-shu-chii Edition), dlap. vii. pp. 1211- 19a. 

2 See ChapIn IV. :1 Chap. II. III, and Vol. VHf, Chap. I. 

.-1 T. NLlgLlhiru, Un!t:!)-.)'ckkulsu ui okcrn Bnt,w,-zo-Jl.o Ifnku-sei ni tsuite (COJl(,I'fJlillg the CU:-;tulllt'S of the Buddhist 

Ima~.!.I's ill tht- Yltn-k:lu:,; Caves) ('r{)ht)-~akuho, Kyoto Vol. IS, No. ,1), Kyuto 1~)!/.7, p.4:33. 
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Cave VI style, it mnnot be assumed that the new style hegan only after the 10th year of T'ai-ho, 

and that the old style of Western dress, i.e. the Cave VIII style immediately and entirely disappcart'n 

in Yiin-kang. For example the niche, dated 13th year of T'ai-ho (A. D. 489) on the east reveal of 

the window of Cave XVII contains two Buddhas seaten sine hy side with round faces, hroad shoulders 

and soft, diaphanous drapery in Western style which is the earlier style ofYiin-kang. Also from other 

niches which, unfortunatAly, are not dated it wonld seem that this same type of Buddha was sculpted 

after the year A. D. 486 down to the last years of the T'ai-ho period. Cave Ku-yang-tung ,',I;Mil,i] of 

Lung-men still retains traees of the Cave VIII style. Here the seven Budnhas seated in meditation 011 

the third storeys of both the left and right walls show the Ylin-kang Cave VIII style. Although their 

faces are long and their necks slenncr in typical Lung-men style, the broad breasts and arms held away 

from the body still show the typical characteristics of Cave VIII style. The date of excavation of these 

niches can definitely be ascrihed to the perio!1 between the last years of T'ai-ho and the early years of 

Ching-ming );(rlij period (circa A.D. 500). These forms would seem to show the last stage in the neve

lopment of this style since, apart from those of the Ku-yang-tung Cave, there is no other example of 

this type of image at LUllg-meniilir,." 

2 

Proceeding to a clarification of the !Ii/ferences between the two styles as shown in the seated 

Buddhas, the prol,lem may be seen to turn ahout the relationship of the drapery covering the legs to 

the pedestal on which the images are seated. In Cave VIII style (Fig. 8a) the rohe clings closely 

to the feet ann is tucked underneath. Due to the lines of the drapery the roundness of the knees 

ami legs is well represented. 

In Cave VI type the ski rt is separated from the upper garment and, as seen in the seated Buddhas 

of Cave VI (Fig. 8b), the ends of the skirts fall between the knees or on hoth sides of the knees like 

WlllgS. In the niches of the outside walls of the Wu-hua-tung Caves the upper garment hangs down 

hetween the knees forming arcs. On statues where there is only one such arc the ends of the feet 

are covered hy the garment (Niche XI f) hut, when there are two arcs, one foot is revealed (Niche XI g). 

Occasionally hoth side hanging parts of the garments are thrown over the knee and then allowed to 

fall beneath the legs (Niche XII a). 

In Cave VI style, the skirt covering the knees is laid heneath the feet while the spare cloth which 

is nothing otlH~r than the emls of skirt hangs down over the pedestaL This raises the prohlem of the 

relationship of skirt to pedestaL In the seated Buddha of Cave VI, the wings of the skirt or robe 

cover the pedestal as described ahove. When a low p"nestal is provided, as seen in the niches of the 

east wall of Cave VI, the outside walls of the Wll-hua-tullg Caves or those of Caves XXI, XXII, XXVI, 

the skirt hangs straight down or is allowed to flare out sharply at each side. Sometimes the lotus 

pedestals are shown beneath the rohes (Niche XII), sometimes they are not represented very dearly 

1 S. MizUIIO awl T. Nagahiro. A ,I..;tuly (If tlw C(Jvp.Tpmple.~ of Lung-men. FI(man, Tokyo 1941, Figs. 91, 92. 



YON-KANG, CAVE XIII 

(the niches on the east and west walls of Cave XXVI). Where Buddhas are showll seated on high rec

tangular pedestals as for. example in the niches of the west wall of Cave XXIX (Fig. 8c), the north 

wall of Cave XXXII and the west wall of Cave XXXIV, the ends of the skirts are allowed to hang 

down over the fi'ont of the pedestals providing a mueh more decorative effect. These types of draped 

skirts are carved symmetrically their edges curling at the sides and with pleasant rythmical folds. 

This is what is called in Japanese nw-kake-za or drapery eovering the pedestal." 

The interest in this" drapery covering the pedestal" is 110t, of course, centred Oll the pedestal 

but rather on the decorative effeet of the drapery with particular emphasis on the artistic heauty of 

the lines {()rmed by the hanging Ic)lds. Politeness and delicacy as shown in the movement and manage

ment of the long skirts worn by noblemen and noblewomen ill official and private life was iamiliar 

to Chinese artists from the Han dynasty onwards. This was a subject which they were never allowell 

to negleet and thei r interest in it is seen in the famous Ku K 'ai-chih 11i,ii'J1;:Z scroll of The Admonitions oj" 

the Instmctress, in the clay figures of the Northern Wei period and especially in the reliefs of t he proces

sion led by the Emperor and Empress carved in the Pin-yang. tung 'i'ilij)jiH cave at Lung-men.') Given a 

chanee to work on Buddhist images, it is only natural that. the Chinese sculptors of the Northern Wei 

period took the opportunity to introduce this aesthetic feeling into their work. The sculptors of the 

Cave VIII sty Ie were not so much absorbed by the lower halves of the bodies of t.hei r images hut mncent

rated more on the heads, breast and shoulders, often leaving the laps and feet, especially of the seated 

Buddhas rough or unfinished. As opposed to them the artists who worked on the" drapery covering 

the pedestals" gave particular attention to the forms and lines of the drapeI'y of the skirts beautifying 

them with a great richness of imagination and treating the heads, breasts and shoulders in only a 

schematic manner. 

With this opportunity for a decorative representation of the" dmpery ('overing the pedestals" it 

was logical that the guiding force should be a sense of line and form as is generally found ill t.he 

decorative arts. This tendency is clearly seen nascent in the sculptures of the later style ofYun-kang 

ami flourishing in the images of the Northern Wei caves of Lung-men. 

The Buddha seated in dhyana posture in the first niche of the third storey of the left wall ill Cave 

Ku-yang-tung, Lung-men provides a most typical example of this" drapery covering the pedestal" 

(Fig. 8d)_ One hem of the upper garment falls over the centre of the legs forming an arc and the 

double hems of the robe fall down in two ares in the centre below it. On each side of this the double 

skirts form flaring wings with wavy draped folds. Ku-yang.tung among all the caves of Lung-men is 

undouhtedly the cave in which is seen the height of delicate ami sharp carving comhined with decora

tive skill. A similar form of " drapery covering the pedestal" as seen here was wl'poserl once to 

have existed on the main Buddha of this cave but so much repair work has lwpn carried out on it 

that it is not longer possible to ascertain whether or not this was so. 

The date of carving of this main Buddha and the third storeys of the right and If'ft wal Is of Cave 

1 K. Kusugi, Mo-kake·wko (Concerning the Drapery covering the Pedestal) (Ars Buddhica, Vol. 5), Osaka 1949, PI" 

41-53. 

2 Mi,mno anti Nagahiro, Lnnwmpn, Figs. IS, lB, 19. 
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Ku-yang-tung can be establisheu by the inscription dated 22m! year ofT'ai-ho (A. 0.498)," '" The monk 

Hui-ch'cng ;:\U&: made the stone eave and stone image" (Fig. 5). It is illuminating to cOlllpare the 

urapery covering the pedestal as seen here with that of Cave XXXIV in YUn-kang. Both depict the 

upper garment in a similar manner, the hottom hem forming an arc and the foltb of the drapery arranged 

step-wise. Disregarding.the difference of the stone ii'om which these two images were carveu, it must 

be admitteu that, despite their similarity of style and closeness of carving, the work of Ku-yang-tung 

is more refineu than that of Cave XXXIV. The Northern Wei works at Lllng-men are outstanding 

illustrations of the Chinese Gultural tradition as seen in one of its greatest periods and, from this point 

of view, it is of'significance to study the development of the Nothern Wei style as seen in Lung-mpn. 

Coming to the main Buddha of' Pin-yang-tung which is the largest of its kind relnaining at Lung

men, here again the urapery (;Overing the pcdestal can be seell (Figs. 2, 8e). lk"l'ite the facl that some 

lower parts of the rohe taper down it may be seen that the drapery is represented more softly. The 

carvings of Pin-yang-tung are uated between 2nd year of Ch"ng-shih -I[~f, and 4th year of CIH'ng

kuang JEj\:; (A.D. 505-523)" thu" illustrating a more developed type than that of Ku-yang-tllllg. 

From this proeeelling to the works seen in the small niches on the right and left walls of Cave 

Liell-hua-tullg ili:iifril,tl, the main Buddhas of' the Illain walls of Wei-tzil-tung JilIl'f'il,tl (Fig.8f) and of 

Cave Al V of' Lung-men all of which may be assumed to have been mrveu from the Chi'ng-kuang or 

H"iao-dl"allg -4tiA period to the end of the Northern Wei (A.D. 520-531),'" it may he sCell that the 

designs ofthe drapery shown in these fignres are of various styles and that the curving lin!'s whi('h they 

form 011 eaeh side diminish in ten"ion. The relationship hetween the arcs formed hy the compound 

hems of the roLes a" weil as the method of representing the folds become less powerflli. 

As the Lung-men "lyle developed, so the typcs of drapcry covering the pedestal was tmnsformcd 

III vanous ways. 

over the other. 

'ihis change may abu l)e related in some way to the manner of wearing olle robe 

The \Vestern style as showll in YUn-kang Cave VIII style was to wear a single l()n~ 

robe as upper garment while in Cave Vl style a numher of rubes are worn one above the other. Wilh 

reference to this the main seated Buuuhas of Caves 11 and III in T"ien-lung-shan provide important 

evidence (Figs. 3, Sg). These two caves are dated from the Eastern Wei (A.D. 5.34--50) ami their images 

are shown wearillg anuther robe over the upper garlllellt as seen in Cave VI style. One edge of the 

robe comes over the right shoulder forming the right eoilar, then falls down the right side and ero,sf's 

over the lap ami left [ore-arm to hang uown the left side. Another rohe over this can be seen as a 

trianglc of cloth on the right shoulder following the line of the inner 1'01,,, II "dcr the right elbow 

acruss the lap and dOWJl over the left fore-arm. It is representeu so realist ically that it may he de

fined as a reappearance of the drapery of Cave VI type covered with that of Cave VIII type. This 

special compound type is not to be found in the Yiin-ka"g eaves but is often seen in Lung-men, e.l:\. 

the main Buduha of Pin-yang-tung, of Cave XIV and ofW ci-t7.il-tung."' Mthough not so ckarly fb;ig'lPd 

as in 'Pien-Iung-shan :KfjUIII, the robes which cover a triangle over the right shoulder are dearly visihk 

The lines running under the right elbow am! extending across the lap an' here only s('hcmatically 

1 Ibid., p. 105. 2 fhid., 1'1'. 126, 127. :1 fhid., 1'1" 54, 55,60,67-69. 



YUU.KANG, CAVE XIII 

executed. Among stone sculptures of the Northern Wei and Northem Ch'i dynasties which have 

been found in various districts of North China, this type as seen at 'T'ien·lung.shan may also he seen 

ill that of the C. T. Loo Collection dater! A. D. 551, in that of the University Museum of Philadelphia 

dater! in the same year') and in that of the east wall of Cave IV of Kung.hsi"n ~~.') It may he as· 

sumed that after the Lung.men period the artists concent rated their efforts on the development and 

complication of the dress of the Buddha images. 

3 

As emphasised above, the drapery covering the pedestal is most s"verely and finely executel! in 

the images of Lung.men, while in the era from the end of the Northern Wei to tllC Northern Ch'i the 

curvings of the drapery hecame softened while the wing forms mad" by the CUl'V"S of the drapery 

changed into natural hanging forms which diminished ill sharpness. For example, the sculptun, dated 

A. n. 551 in the C. T. Loo Collection (Fig. Sh). though possibly an exception. shows a p"dpstal on whi('h 

the ends of the drapery are r"presented as olle large arc instead of a group of smaller ar('s rhythmically 

expressed. It is appropriate to include here th" seated Bunddha in the Main Hall of the Horynji ilJ!,\: 
:1' Tl'mple (Fig. 4.) -an example which is very familiar though indeed far remote from the centre 

of North China. This figure may occupy a place in the development of the Lung.men style in its 

later phm;,~s. 

A tilrtllPJ' problem to be considered at this point is the time when till' drapery ('()vcrin~ the ped. 

estal ceased to develope. Broadly sl'eakinfi' tllP. Northern Wei Lung.men style of Buddhist art 

dcvPloped into that of the N0I1hern Ch'i and Northern Chou styles, i.e. the elongated face changf'r! 

into a round faef', the neck became thick and the shoulders broad in place of the slanting, slender 

style. The vigour of the workmanship gave way to a npw ealmn"ss. Tlw carving was not sO well 

modelled Oil an originally realistically executed Western pattern but instead the hodies of the figures 

were shown as massive trunks only and lackel! the earlier skilful technique. The sculptors of Lung. 

men type inserted into their execution of incised lines and carved surfaces a fervent severity. The 

artists of the Northern Ch'i showed only a naive and frank approach to their art. The effect of this 

basic difference of approach to the treatment of the drapery may easily be ima~inpll. Most l)riefly 

stated the Lung.men type grarlually degenerated in the style of Northern Ch'i amI Northern Chou. 

This is well illustrated by the Buddha fih'llrc in the South Cave of NOl'thern Hsiang.t'ang.shan ~#n: 

Ill· All inscription of the cave ,tates that Budhdist siltras were inscribed on the outer walls of the cave 

beginning in the T'ien.t'ung period and carrying on to the Wu·p'in~ period of the Northern Ch'i 

dynasty (A. D. 566-572). It mllst thus be concluded that the Buddha figure was also executed during 

that period. The image which is seated and attendel! by three figures on each sirle, has a round face, 

big neck and broad shoulders. It is clothed in a Cave VI type rohe hut the drapery is not so sharply 

executed and the collars are almost indistinguishahle. The drapery of the Buddha which tall beneath 

] n, Sirr~n, Chinesp Sm,[pture. Vol. II, London 192:;, PI. 170, Vol. 1[[, PI. 233. 

2 T. Sekino and D. Tokiwa, Shina-Bnkkyo-Shiseki (Buddhist MOlluments in China). Vol. H. Tokyo 1926, PI. 110-2. 
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the knees ami feet do not cover the five-layered pedestal so that it is not strictly speaking" dt"apery 

covering the pedestaL" From this example and many others it may be assumed that the Lung-men 

type of drapery covering the pedestal entirely disappeared in the sculpture of northern and southern 

Hsiang-t-ang-shan. 

A few traces of the older form of pedestal represen tation can still he distinguished in the figu res 

of the Northern Ch'i period. For example on the left wall of Cave V (Fig. 8i) and on the hack wall 

of South Cave of Hsiang-t-ang-shan the Buddha figure is seated on a five-layered pedestal with ,lrapery 

hanging over the uppermost layer." Similar examples are found in the Ssu-men-t'a I'Llmi:l{\: of SMn

t'ung-ssu jJ1q1illl"!Y in Li-ch'eng-hsien 1fif.9OC~, Shantung." It may thus he concluded that the decreasing 

of the drapery covering the pedestal and its transformation into dress of the so-called T'ang type would 

have occured over a period covered by the latter half of the sixth century. During the sixty or seventy 

years following the lOth year of T'ai-ho (A. D. 486) this style flourished in China. 

The development which took place in the Bodhisattva images should also be considered. As with 

the Buddha images, the faces oecame long, the necks slender and the shoulders sloping. In th" same 

way that the Buddhas' dress changed, parallel changes are noticeahle in the scarf; and skirts of the 

Bodhisattvas later hecoming arranged in step-like and plaited style with the skirt ('overing the entire 

waist and legs. The scarfs which are hroad on the shoulders and often cover even the arms hecome 

narrow on the stomach and are intertwined in an "X" form. These characteristics are first shown 

dearly on the sculptures of Cave VI in Yun-kang (Fig. 1). In Caves IV A (Vol. I, PI. 114) and V of 

Yun-kang, the Ku-yang-tung, Lien-hua-tung (Fig. 6), Wei-tzu-tung and Cave XIV of Lung-men and 

also Cave III of T-iell-lung-shan"' it is to be ohserved that a large ring of pi J,lji is represented at the 

centre where the scarfs of the Bodhisattvas cross to form an" X ."" The shapes and curves of the 

scarves on the shoulders of all the Bodhisattvas would he similar to those worn hv the noblewomen of , 
the Northern Wei. This is contrary to the Cave VIIl style of Yiin-kang in which, despite the searfs, 

both arms of the Bodhisattva,; are left naked. The Bodhisattva with ankles crossed, i.e. the Maitreya 

image in this >;tyle shows a remarkable skirt represented with flaring wing-forms on each side of the 

pedestal e. g. those of the east wall of Cave XlA amI of the third niche of the second storey of t he right 

side wall of Ku-yang-tung" (Fig. 5). The standing Avalokitesvara Bodhisattva (Fig. 7) in the Yume

dono w.Jllof the Horyuji Temple shows charaet~ristics whieh merit its mnsideration with regard to the 

development of this style. In this standing image, the scarfs cover both shoulders and ('urve in a 

symmetrical and exaggerated mann"r outwards without any" X " crossing on the stomach. 

It ('annot be denied that, w h"n this style of dress was created ill lhe Nort hem \V"i so(Cicty, t he new 

1 S. I\.·fizullo and T. Nagahiro, Tltr Bnddhi.~1 Caf'(~.Tcmple.~ (~r ll~i(lnK·l·flnff-S.~r;, Kyoto 19:n. p. 67, P1. XLVII, LVI. 

T. ~1'kil1() and U. Tokiwa, Hukky".,)'hisd:i. Vol. Ill, PI, H3. 2 Sekino and Tokiwa, ibid .. Vol. 1, PIs. 72, 7:t 

,) T. 'l'onorllura, 7'('lIrylt:an,.,.,'rUculsn (Thl' Caves of 'I"il'Il-ltlll!!:i:lhan). Tokyn 1922, PIs, 18, 1<), 

,:; lhid., Fig. i):i. 
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sense of morality was exerting an influence on the represp-ntations of the Bu,ldhist arts_ Dress am! 

morality are very dosely cOl1neeted allli the artists of Cave VIn style who represented Buddhist figures 

with almost nake,1 hodie., were 1I0t eapahle of forming the cOllcept of !lIP archaic smile as a mcaus of 

giving an expressive and mystical effect to the taces of Buddhas or Bodhisattvas as seen in Cave VI 
style. Only the traditional sense of morality hy virtue of which the Chinpse cover the human hody 

and conceal its spcmts could produce such a profound expression. 

\Vith respect to the haloes of the attendant Bodhisattvas the rourH! shape become flame.shaped. 

Usually, Oll the main B",ldha figures in Cave VITI styh~ in Yiin-kang, the nimhus is flame-shaped 

while the haloes on the attendants alld cekstials are always rOllJ1'1. Parallel with the transformation 

of the dre" in Caves V and VI in YUn-bng, so the flame-shape,l haloes began to be applied to the 

attendant Bodhisattvas with the exception of the hhik,?us and celesti(ll, which kept the round haloes. 

This form of flaming halo spread from YUn.kang tu Lung·men ,luring the Northel'll Wei ppriod and 

then to T'(lng sculpture as seen in 'f'ien-lung-shall," Lung·m,;n and otlwl' bronze and stone Buddhist 

statues. 

5 

The representation of "'ad, and skirts is especially splendid in the mrvings of the ('elestia],; of 

Cave VI type. Celestials of the Yiln-kang Cave VITI stvle are divided into two types, tho."" with lligh 

chignons and long skirts and a second type with flaming hair and wearing only loin-cloths. Though 

always covered with some kind of rohe, the outlines of legs in both types can he discerned. When 

the ('clestials are represented in flight the hands anu legs a('(~ particularly carefully executed and the 

attention of th" artist is olwiously not centn"l 011 the srarf, and skirts. 

The furms of the fiyiug celestial, are change,! from the Cave vnr styk and now heroll'" as .'(',~n 

in Cave VI at YUn-kang with elongated f(lce, slender neck and one part of the scarfs tilrming an "X .. 

on the hrem;t". The most outstanding change is seen in tlIP scarfs anrl skirts (lS shown most typic.llly 

on the flying celestials of Cave VI (Figs. 9, 10). Of the two types, those with high chignons and those 

with flaming hair, the first differs from Cave VIIl type wearing a short half-coat with lapels on the 

breast, long skirt covering the legs amI a cllrious robe in the shape of a wing which may he funned 

hy the skirt having been wouml around the legs (Rul,s. 111-0, IV", Ye, VA.B, VIlli) all,1 which resem

hies the flm'ing skirt of the Bodhi,mttva with ankles crossed of Cave VI type. It was ohviollsly im

portant fur the sculptors to give much attention to the execution of this form of skirt. The scarfs 

of the flying eclestials tlnn a pointed are above their heads resembling a flaming halo. As the celeo

tials of Cave VIlI type have always the round halo these forms could not he represented. The types 

of eelesti(ll children with flaming hair c1mnged very little, merely diminishing somewhat in llumhers in 

the LUllg-mi\1l style. 

1 Almost all the halol'~ of the Buddhi~t figUfi'~ in tIlt' T'unp; cuves at T"ien-lunp::-1'Ihan arr~ of flamp-~har('. Sekino 

and Tokiwa, Bnkkyo-Shiseki. Vol. HI, PIs. SO, S4-;)O. sa, 61. rvTizullo and Nagahiro. 1.lln;.r-men, Pis. 60. ()!. (17. 

2 T. ~a~ahiro. A Stu.Jy 0/ flit('.f1. or flying Angels. T'lkyo and O.'iaka 1<)4.9, pp. ();}-119. 
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In a<ldilion 10 these characterislics of Ihe delails of carving of the flying celestials of Cav" VI 

type, the movements in whidl Ihey are depicted differ gre,ltly from those of Cave VIII styIP. Til the 

former il is the movement of the scarfs anI! skirts which is emphasised more than that of the bodie,. 

The depiction of movement is Ihe most noticeable characteristic of Chinese art from tbe Han dynasty 

onwards. It is hardly necessary to refer to the Kll K'ai·chih scroll or 10 tIl!' incised slone pictures 

of the Northern Wei in all of which attention is drawn to the moving scarfs and floating skirts of the 

ladies. This same emphasis on movement was applied to the Buddhist art of the later Yiin·kang 

period. The mves of LlIng·me,n are close to Lo·yang. the capital of the Northern Wei, in which the 

tradional Chinese cultllre had been preserved and thlls the tendency towards Ihe vivid expression of 

movement was intensified. This may he seen particularly wen in the incised ligures on the pointed 

arch·fmnl of Ihe lirst niche of the second storey of the left wall of KlI.yang·llIng and on the ceilings 

of Pin.yang.tung and Lien.hua.tung" (Fig. U). The scarfs are depicted /lowing out horizontany as 

if in a high wind. In Yiin.kang the scarfs are not as long as those shown in Lung·m.en. In Lung· 

nl(~n the representation of douds are alMerl to those of the flying scark The flying celestials in Cave 

II of T'ien.lung.shan show the fUI'lher development of the Lung.men style') (Fig. 12). 

The form" of the /I yiug celestials, like those of the other Buddhist figures, changed during the 

Northern eh'i period.') The legs again hecome visible, the face roUllfl and' the hody full. The relief 

hecomes higher and the depiction of movement more calm. This marks the heginning of the Sui and 

T'ang style. The development [rom the lacquer painting on the front of the Tamamushi :=F.B1J. Shrine 

to th" wall paintings of the Main Hall of the Horyuji may provide a useful parallel with that from 

the style of the Norlh"rn Wei to the Sui and T'ang styles." 

The Lung·men style, ahandoning complelely the Western style, rev"rled to the pure Chinese 

tradition and applierl it to Buddhist a'rt, freeing itself of sensuous roundness and taclile smoothness 

and struggling to r"present sharply curverl and spirilual lines and to express movement. 

These lines and the movement which they expressed are not executed with naivety hut as if they 

had suddenly heen releaser! from honrl, which had for long imprisoned them. This is not a "CnStHHIS 

passion hut one which is mystical and secret. These special characteristics are nlli']lIe to Lung·men 

style. Any fall into mlllnerism would have rendered it grotesqlle and, as su{'h, unsuitahle for religious 

represenlations. The style of Lung.mP,1l sprearl so far as to influence the Japanese Asuka ~r~ style 

yet, viewed from the standpoint of the Chinese spirit, ,lesl'ite the seemingly large differen{'es it was 

impossihle for this style 10 develope inlo anything other than that of the Northern Ch'i and Northern 

Chou. 

1 Mizullo and Nagahiro, !,u,ng-mim, Fig..;, 1,1.47, 101, 102. 

2 [bid., l'b. 50, 5l. 

J Mizuno and Nagahiro, li5irlntr-t'(£n!{-ssii" PI. XXl[. Suppl(·mental Fig", S, a. 
4 Nagahiro, .4 Stwl.r of Hiren Angr.l8, PI", 1-10. 



CAVE XIII 

CHAPTEB I 

OUTSIDE AND SOUTH WAILS OF CAVE XIII 

[OnTER VIEw] Cave XIII is one of the caves of the central group of Yun.kang, i.e. one of the 

western three caves of Wu.hua.tunfj :lj:·lf~iH. In the east are situated Caves XI and XII and in the 

west Cave XIIIA-all with common outer waIL At the extreme western corner of Cave XlII A the 

ouler wall makes a right.angle turn to the south ending with the original sloping cliff face giving an 

indication of the original surface before the excavations. Beyond this sloping cliff face is a shallow 

valley amI, beyond this again, starts the western group of caves. No structure stood in front of Cave 

XIII. On the ollter wall is only a window and an entrance gateway which lead into the cave. Above 

the window can he seen a row of th ree rectangular holes and above them a line cut horizontally into 

the rock whieh would suggest that there once existed a wooden structure continuing over Cave XII. 

On the outer wall are found many small caves and nidlCs in an irreguler arrangement which were 

carved at the end of the Yun.kang period and have no relation to the original excavation of Cave XIII. 

(PI. 1, Fig. 13.) 

Above the entrance gateway there existed a horizontal lintel of which only a fragment of relief 

now remains on the west side showing a design of floral scroll pattern (PL 4 A). On each side of 

the ellirance gateway seem once to have existed a design of sqnare pillars as seen in Caves IX and X. 

[ENTRANCE GATEWAY] Height 3.80m., width 3.00m. Both reveals are divided into two layers, the 

upper containing deep traheated niches with three walls which are very much damaged. The back 

walls of Ihese niches house seated Buddhas with standing attendant Budhisattvas at each side. At earh 

side of Ihe niches are storeyed pagodas. Both niches were carved at the end of the Yun.kang period. 

The lower levels of the reveals are carved with dvarapalas, also mnch damaged. In thei r outer hands 

they hold long spears and their inner hands rest on the hip. Similar types are seen in Caves IX and 

X. The clrapery of the skirts is different from the style of Cave VIIL On the inside reveals of both 

walls vertical bands of floral scroll are carved. The ontside reveals are completely damaged but once 

10 have been carved with similar ban (Is 10 those on the inside reveals (PI. 4B,C). The pattern of the 

floral scrolls resembling that of Cave X hut is much more schematised. The ceiling of the gateway 

is entirely destroyed and it is impossihle to conjecture its original plan. (PIs. 2-4, Plan 111.) 

[WINDOW] Height 4.55m., width 4.10m. On each reveal is represented a large standing Bodhisattva 
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facing each other which have not suffered from later repair work and are in good nlllditioJJ. They 

wear high crowns and three sorts of ornament on the hrea,t. The incised drapery of the skirt is 

beautifully executed, the relief is shallow and the carvings of face and body show a style similar to 

that of Cave VlII. In the corners beside the large nimhu,cs are ranges of mountains and above the 

ligures are shown canopies surmounted by nying celestials which extend onto the ceiling. The top 

of the ceiling is much damaged but may once have had a lal'ge lotus nowe!' in tllt~ centre. (Pis. 5-7, 

Plan IV.) 

[SOUTH WALL] Entering the cave, the main image appears large and dose, the east and west walls 

I,)[')n a rectangle with the south wall. The plan of the cave on the north wall side forms an e1ipse. 

Width from ea;;t to west10.00m., depth at centre 8.30m. (Plan V, Fig. 14.) 

[UPPER STOREY] The south wall is divided into three storeys, the upper of which is divided in the 

centre by the window. In the eastern sed ion are two niches ;;ituated one ahove the other; the upper 

niche is of traheated type dividell into threp compartments, the central compartment housing a Bo

dhisattva seated with ankles crossed attended hy a lion and a Bodhisattva with one leg I'endunt on 

eitjwl' side_ In each side compartment is a standing allendant Bodhisattva. The traheatioll is llividc,l 

into all upper and lower section, the upper has rectangular patterns and the lower triangular I'endanh 

with a hanging curtain heneath it. The areas ahove each side of the tralJeat.ion contain ('elestial 

mnSlcmllS. The lower niche of pointed-arch type houses a trinity of seated Buddhas of which the 

central Duddha i;; seated on a shallow lot.us pede;;tal. Its lefL shoullier is covered with the robe wllich 

is representative of the type found in Caves IX and X, ami ahme the niche is shown a row of seven 

small niches with seated Buddhas. Below the niche is a rectangular base which may have originally 

contained a row of worshippers. On each side of the niche there exisls a vertical row divid(~d into 

four :;('('tions, all of which, except for the upper sections which have celestiais wilh bigh chignons, 

conlain celestials with flaming hair. The postmes are executed freely, some shown holding long 

spears like guardian gods. The ligures in the lowest sections hold both arm;; upwards as if to support 

the ujJper lhree sections. Beneath the niche hangs a shallow curtain followed by a row of live small 

pointed-arch type niches. Except for the second niehe from the lefl, which houses two Buddhas 

seated side by side, the rest contain one Buddha seated in dhyaua po;;ition. Between the east wall 

and the left vertical row of niches on the south wall is a uarrow triangular area, the lower part of 

which is occupied by a vertical row of three small niches. (Pis. 8, 10, 12.) 

The western section is divided into three layers one above the other. The upper layer, corre

sponding to that ou the cast section, contains a trabeated uidlC divided into three compartments, of 

which the central compartment houses a Bodhisattva with ankles !Tossed attended 011 eaeh side by a 

Bodhisaltva with one leg pendant. Each side compartment house;; a standing attendant Bodhisattva 

facing the tront with palms together. The trabeation io desigued with a pallern of alternate horiwntal 

bars and !Tosses aud has a hanging curtain beneath. The middle layer com,isls of two pointed-arch 

uiches placed side by side. The east uiche houses two Buddhas seated. directly on the floor with a 

row of eight kneeling worshippers beneath it. The west niche contains a Buddha .'"ated on the noor 

in dhyana position and has nine small seated Buddhas carvell in the arch·front. The lower layer com-
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prises three images in three compartments. In the centre beneath a pointed.arch niche sits a Buddha 

on a low lotus pedestal with the left shoulder covered by the rohe and in the compartments on eadl 

side under roofs are seen Bodhisattvas seated with ankles crossed and attended hy a lion on each side. 

All have elongated faces, slender necks and slightly sloping shoulders, resemhling types seen in Caves 

IX and X. (Pis. 11, 12.) 

The uppermost part of this wall contains a row of pointed niches each housing a celestial musician 

ahove which reaching to the ceiling is shown a horder of triangular pendants. 

[MIDDLE STUREY] The middle sturey comprises the area below the window and above the entrance 

gateway and extends to the east and west. In this rectangular space, he neath a representatiun of 

three roofs are carved seven standing Buddhas, two under each side roof and three under the central 

roof. The ruofs are decorated with bird furms, ridge-pole ornaments and triangular designs. All 

the Buddhas stand on luw lotus pedestals. Their faces are elongated, the shoulders slightly slop

ing, the right hands raised and the left hands held downwards with palms outwards. The most 

remarkable featnre is that their dress is of Cave VI type formed of step-like pleats and sharply flaring 

skirts. The large nimbuses are decorated with bands uf flames, small seated Buddhas and worshipper 

with round lotus flower haloes in the centres. These designs are skillfully executed, showing typical 

wurk of the later Yiin-kang period. These Buddhas differ from those of the upper storey. (Pis. 13-17). 

[LOWEn STOHl-;Y] Under the middle storey, the area is divided into three parts, hoth east and west 

sides containing similar form of pointed-arch niche. Above the east niche, which is uutstanding beauty, 

hangs a shallow curtain and bcneath it a row of flying celestials holding garlands while on each side and 

surruunding the arch· frame many small niches containing seated Buddhas arc represented. On the 

arch·front are shown seven small seated Buddhas with flying celestials. The face of the central Buddha 

is round and the body broad as seen in Cave VIII type. The ii)rm of drapery is curious dlle to the 

repamng. The attendant Bodhisattva on each side is comparatively small and ahove each a flying 

celestial is represented. The five-layered pedestal beneath the niche is partly covered with later day 

and only the upper band with a floral scroll pattern is nuw visible. At each side where the pedestal 

narrolVs a lion is depicted. From what exists below the western niche it may he assumed that here 

too was a row of worshippers. Between the niche and the east wall is a vertical row of f'Il,r small 

niches, the upper three of pointed-arch type with trinities of seated Buddhas attended on each side by 

a bhik~u. Under each niche is a band of worshippers. The lowest niche which is of trabeated type 

houses a Bodhisattva trinity seated on a five-Iayeret! pedestal with ankles eros sed. (PIs. 9, 18, 20.) 

The Ilottom storey contains a row of seven worshippers facing the entrance gateway, and above 

it a blank space, which io repeated on the western part. The fi!,'1IreS arc roughly carved and seemingly 

worked in the later Northern Wei. 

The lower niche of the western part is similar to that on the east but the drapery of the central 

Buddha differs and from the way in which the hand, though supposedly covered by the robe, protrudes 

over the lap it wuuld suggest that the sculptor made a mistake in the execution of the pose. The 

pattern of floral scrolls on the upper of the five layers of the pe(lestal resemhles that of Caves .IX 

and X. Between the niche and til<' we"t wall is an area which, although partly ('",ered with clay, 
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hOllses two niches arranged vertieally, the upper of seemingly pointe(l-arch type contains a seated 

Buddha trinity and the lower trabeated niche, another trinity with a Bodhisattva seated with ankles 

crossed. Beneath each of these niches there seems to exist a row of worshippers, the lower of which 

is partly visible. (Pk 19, 21-21 .. ) On the bottom storev was shown a row of worshippers standing 

with legs astride and palms together. (PI. 25.) 

CHAPTER II 

EAST AND WEST WALLS OF CAVE XlIl 

The east wall is comparatively well preserved hut west wall, with the ex(,eption of the upper zone 

has been severely damaged and covered with a repaired clay wall and painted. The upper zones of 

hath walls are designed on a similar plan but it is impossible to tell whether the other areas r('semhle(1 

each other. (Fig. 14.) 

[EAST WALL] Although large and small niches seem to have been added in a confilsed manner on 

this wall it is possible to distinguish five 7.Ones and a ],oltom storey. The fifth and fourth zones ('01'

respoIlllto the llpper storey of the south wall and the third and seeond wnes almost correspond to 

the middle storey of the south wall. The first 7.One almost corresponds to the lower storey of the 

south wall, and the bottom storey corresponds to that of the Routh wall. Tn Caves IX and X the 

storeys on the east, west and south wall, are arran~",d regularly hut in this cave the alignment is 

somewhat irregular. (PIs. 8, 9.) As opposed to Caves IX and X, here the decorative h(mier dividing 

the zones exists only ahove the bottom storey. The corner formed by the east and south walls is 

perpendicular while that of the east and north walls is sharply inclined and it i" due to this structural 

feature that the numher of niches diminishes towards the upper area of the wall. (PIs. 26-28, Plan VI.) 

[FIFTH ZONE] On the fifth 7.One is a representation of the Thousand Buddhas "onsistin~ of ei~ht 

rows of seventeen small niches cut by the (,entrallarge pointed-arch type niche whi .. h occupies the 

space of thirty-five of the smaller niches. The ('entral Buddha is seated 011 a five-Iay",red pe,lestal. 

The arch·ends terminate in animal f()]'ms an (I no decoration is executed on the arch-front. The up

pennost area adjoining the ceiling is in the form of a row of triangular pendants with a row of celestial 

musicians in niches heneath it which are continued onto the south wall. (PI. 29.) 

[FOURTH ZONE] On this wne three niches are arranged in a row, the south of pointe(1 type hous

ing two Buddhas .'eated side by side on the floor. In the centre of the arch-front is carved a Bodhi

sattva with ankles crossed and around the arch-front a numher of celestial worshippers. The ohlonf.( 

hase helow the niche has been repainted. The middle nidle, of pointed-arch type, houses a "ealed 

Buddha on a low lotus pedestal which, as seen now, is a completely new day f1liure. Eleven small 

seated Buddha,; are represented on the arch-front. Shallow curtains hang ahove hoth middle and 

south niches with ['()Wii of flying celestial,; holding garlands he neath them. The north niche is of 
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pointed-arch type but smaller than the other two ami houses two Buddhas - now later clay figure re

placements_ The arch-front is covered with a pattern of floral scrolls_ The area surrounding the 

niche was filled with many small pointed-arch type niches containing seated Buddhas similar to those 

of the Thousand Buddha type_ Beneath the niche is a row of four kneding worshippers_ (PI. 29_) 

[THIRD ZONE] Comprising a row of three niches, arranged slightly out of line with the three niches 

of the iimrth zone above it. The south niche is of pointed-arch type housing two Buddhas iicatcd side 

by side_ On cach side of the niche stands an attcndant Bodhisattva wearing a crown_ The middle nichc 

of trabeated type contains a Bodhisattva seateLl with ankles (Tossed attende,l on each side by a lion and 

an attendant Bodhisattva with one leg pendant. The arch-fi-ont is divided into six sections with a 

Hying celestial carved in each_ The north niche of pointed-arch type houses a Buddha scated in 

dhyana position on a five-layered pedestal. The head of the central Buddha has been recently 

repaired_ Of particular interest is the single long row of worshippers beneath the three niches cut 

in the centre by a rectangular tablet_ It is clear that these three niches are designed on a common 

plan_ In the area adjacent to the north wall exist two small niches housing seated Buddhas of Cave 

VIII type. (Pis. 29, 30_) 

[SECOND ZONE] Three niches seen are almost of identical size_ Those on the south and north with 

rools house a trinity of Buddha seated directly on the floor. The middle niche of pointed-arch type 

contains two Buddhas seated side by side_ Beneath each niche is a row of worshippers cut hy a tablet 

which may once have been intended to contain an inscription_ Between the north niche and the large 

nimbus of the north wall are two smaller niches, hoth of pointed-arch type, arranged vertically_ The 

upper houses two Buddhas seated side by side and the lower a seated Buddha, all of Cave V 1lI type_ 

Beneath the lower niche two worshippers are carved_ (PI. 3o_) 

[FIRST ZONE] The arrangement of this zone is very complicatelL On the sout hem ext remity two 

pointed-arch niches are carved one above other, each housing a trinity of seated Buddha_ The second 

vertical row also comprises two niches, the upper, with a trabeation and a three-storeyed pagoda on 

each side, contains a central seated Buddha attended by a BodhisaLLva with ankles <Tossed and another 

standing Bodhisattva on each side_ A hand of lotus pdals is carved above a row of worshippers Oil 

the base_ The lower lIiche is of pointed-arch type housing two Buddhas seated side by side and on 

each side of them two sections, with attendant Bodhisattvas standing in the lower sect iOlls and a 

Bodhisattva with ankles ('fossed ill the upper. (Pis. 30, 32B_) 

The third niche is a single larger niche of traheated type with three compartments_ The central 

compartment (,(lI1tains a Bodhisattva with ankles crossed attended by a lion on each side_ The crown, 

hreast ornaments and drapcry are particularly beautifuL Fine carvings of attendant Bodhisattvas 

stand in the iiide compartments_ In the upper section of the douhle t rahcation are carved eight flying 

cclestials and in the lower section three celestial musicians on each side of a central scene of a seated 

Buddha atLemlell by kneeling celestials_ Beneath aud following the trabeation is a row of nying celes

tials holding garlands_ 'I'll" design of this niche is the most splendid seen in this cave and the style 

of sculpture is that of Cave VllL (PI. 31-) 

The fourth row i.s again divided into two niches arrange,\ vertically, and divided by a shallow 
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hand of lotus petals_ The upper of traheated type houses a Bodhisattva seated with ankles crossed 

allentied hy standing Bodhisattvas_ The lower niche of Jlointed-arch type contains two Buddhas seated 

on low lotus pedestals. (PI. ilil.) 

Between these two niches and the large nimbus of the north wall is a long narrow triangular area 

in which three niches are carved one ahove the other, the upper niche of pointed-arch type housi ng 

a seated Buddha, the middle niche of roofed type, a Bodhisattva with ankles crossed and the lower, 

again of pointed-arch type, two Buddhas seated side by side. 

nimbus is another small vertical row containing three niches. 

may he seen that the upper is of traheated type containing in 

Within this area and cutting the large 

Although partly covered with ('lay, it 

the centre a Bodhisattva with ankles 

crossed, the middle niche of pointed-arch type containing a trinity of seated Buddha an(1 the lower 

of pointed-arch type seemingly containing a seated Buddha. It mllst he concluded that almost all the 

figures on the east wall arc of Cave VIII type with the exception of several small niches on the first 

storey. The repainting has greatly detracted from what must originally have heen a very splendid 

sight. (PIs. 33-36.) 

[BOTTOM STOREY] The bottom storey which is separated from the first zone hy a narrowh and of 

lotus petals, is divided into two hori7.ontallayers with a row of kneeling celestial worshippers (Fig. 15) 

in the upper layer facing towards the north wall. The ho(lies are filll and the posture is reminiscent of 

those fOllnd on the south wall of Cave VIII. The surface of the lower layer is badly damaged. At Ihe 

top, from a narrow hand of irregularly arranged small niches of laler date, hangs a shallow looped 

curtain. The layer proper contains the traces of a row of worshippers j;lcing towards Ihe south wall. 

(PIs. 37,38.) 

[WEST WALL] Adjacent to the ceiling is a row of triangular pendants filllowed hy a row of niches 

containing celestial musicians which are continued onto the south wall. The whole width of the wall 

heneath this is filled by a representation of the Thousand Buddhas formed of eight rows of seventeen 

small nidlCs as is found in a corresponding position on the fifth wne of the east wall. The central 

pointed niche, although much damaged, was originally oceupied hy It seated Buddha, the latter having 

heen also much damaged and replaced by a later clay figure. The lower-right hand side of the 

Thousand Buddhas has been filled in with clay and repainted. Between the Thollsand Buddhas and 

the south wall is a seven-storeyed pagoda with tiled roof and seated Buddhas in the upper two storeys, 

two Buddhas seated "ide by side in the next three, a Bodhisattva with ankles crossed in the second 

storey amI a seated Buddha in the first storev. The desi!(n of the top of the pa~o(!a is very complicated 

and shows later repainting. 

The wall heneath the Thousand Buddhas is much damaged hut it may correspond to the third 

and fourth mnes of the east wall. The southern extmmity of the fourth wne has two niches arranged 

vertically with another two niches hy their side. These fOllr niches may have been formed of ]Jointed

arch type with a seated Buddha. The next niche is somewhat separated from the previous fou r niches 

hy a repai nted wall and consists only of a later painted representation of a 11 iche of roofed type with 

one seated Buddha. In the third storey are seen three niches in a row, that nearest the south wall 

seemingly of pointed-arch type. The types of all of them, however, are difficult to distinguish dlle 
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to repair work. The south niche contains two Buddhas seated side hy side, the middle niche, a 

Bodhisattva with one leg pendant and the north a seated Buddha - all later day figure replacements. 

The spaces he tween them are filled in with clay and repainted. (PIs. 39-41, Plan VII.) 

The lower storey is divided into first and second zones, the latter containing two niches, that on 

the south being of pointed.arch type and housing a Bodhisattva. The north niche is of pointed-arch 

type and contains two Buddhas seated side by side. Beneath each niche is a row of worshippers which 

forms a continuous row although entirely of later repainting. The first storey comprises three 

seemingly pointed.arch niches diminishing in size towards the north wall. The south niche houses 

two Buddhas seated side hy side, the middle, a Buddha seated in European fashion and the northern 

a single seated Buddha. Beneath each of the niches is a row of worshippers. All of these figures 

are replaced by day atH! repainted. A narrow lotus band divides the first storey from the bottom 

storey hut this also is repainted. The bottom storey is divided into two layers as seen on the east 

wall, the upper layer contains kneeling, and the lower layer standing worshippers-all repainted. 

Compared with that of the east wall this style of representation bears no relation whatsoever to the 

original. 

CHAPTER III 

NORTH WALL AND CEILING OF CAVE XIII 

[NORTH WALL] The main image of this cave, a large Bodhisattva seated with ankles crossed, round 

fael', hroad shoulders, right hand raised and left hand resting on the left knee is situated here. Its 

crown reaches to the ceiling. Thc brp,a"t seems once to have heen decorated with three diffp,rent 

necklaces hut the outer one is now nnfortunately covered with later clay. Both arms are uncovered 

and both legs arc covered with a robe which, althou~h of later repair work, indicates the style of the 

original. The whole statue has suffered from a certain amount of damage but shows clearly a style 

similar to that of Cave IX. (Pis. 42-46, Plan VIII, Fi~. 16.) 

The large nimbus, now so hadly damaged, extends onto the ceiling making a sharp hend where 

the north wall joins the ceiling. It is decorated with various bands of flame pattern, floral scrolls and 

flying celestials. In the centre is a round halo with traces of a lotus flower. In the part which 

extends onto the ceiling the ori~inal style of carving can still he seen. The execution of the flames is 

shallow and convex amI that of the floral scrolls shallow and hollowed. Ahoye the top of the nimbus 

is shown another hand of heautiful floral scrolls (Vol. VII, p. 117). (PI. 47, Plan VIII.) 

[CEILING] Due to the fact that the nimbus extends onto the ceilin~, the decorated area is long and 

narrow. The ceiling itself is flat and slightly rounded at the southern comers. Two large intertwin

ed dragons form a symmetrical pattern and the spaces hctween their undulating hodies are occupied 
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by flying celestials and cloud patterns. Almost all these designs have fallen away and the whole area 

has suffered from later clumsy repainting. (Pls. 48, 49, Plan IX.) 



OUTSIDE WALLS OF CAVES XI-XIII 

CHAPTER IV 

SMALL CAVES AND NICHES ON OUTSIDE WALLS OF CAVES XI-XIII 

Caves XI to XIII A share a common outer wall the extreme east end of which wao cut III the 

period of the excavation of Cave X (Vol. VIII, Chap. I). Many small niches, irregular in size and 

pooition, are carved in this wall giving an uneven appearance to the outer walls of these caves. Cum· 

pared with the westernmost eaves of Yiin-kang, it can he seen that the style of the carvillg is 

very similar and it is interesting to ohserve that, although a new site in the west was excavated 

during the same periotl, the outer walls of these already completed caves were carved with these niches. 

In the five caves of W u-hua-tung, i.e., Caves IX, X, XI, XII and XIII, all the different styles of the 

various periods of Yiin-kang carving can be seen. For convenience of identification, these caves and 

nicheo are divided from east to weot into three groups: (l) the small caves and niches in the outer 

wall of Cave XI, (2) those of Cave XII and (3) those of Cave XIII and the far western wall. (Fig. 17.) 

1. SMALL CAVES AND NICHES ON THE OUTSIDE WALL OF CAVE Xl 

On the east side of the window of Cave XI is the small Cave A and Niches a--k. Due to weather

ing, the surfaces of the outside entrances are badly errotlet\. Thus their depth has decrcased and 

it is difficult to distinguish what was rep,·esented. Bfmeath the window is situated Niche 1 and to 

the west of the window, Niches m-p. (PIs. SO-52.) 

[CAVE XIA] This small cave, square in plan and with four walls and flat ceiling, is comparatively 

well preserved. The south wall contains only a window and has no entrance gateway. In the narrow 

space on each side of the window is a tall standing Buddha on a lotus pedestal. The faces of both 

statues are elongated and the shoulders slender. They wear dress of Cave VI type but the hanging sash 

on the breast is missing. The pointed nimbuses al'f~ coloured with dark-red pigment with green haloes 

paintetl 011 the red h,wkground. Beneath the right foot of the eastern Buddha is shown a hoy kneel

ing with palms together, his hair flowing upwards over the pedestal and under the Buddha's feet. 

This identifies the hoy as Ma~lava and the Buddha as the DjpaIpkara Buddha. In an identical position 

on the western side are shallow carvings of thr ee worshippers which are a continuation of those on 
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the west wall. Above the Buddha here a seated Vimalakjrti is shown with one foot stretched out and 

one crossed over the knee_ In an identical position on the east is found a relief of Mafijusrj with a 

flame-shaped halo seated in a very relaxed posture. (Pis. 53-56, Plans X-XII.) 

In the north wall is carved a pointed-arch type niche containing two Buddhas seated side by side 

but unfortunately the head and left hand of the right Buddha are missing. They wear finely carved 

robes of Cave VI type hanging over the ankles and flaring widely. On the arch-front seven Buddhas are 

shown seated in tbe dhyana position. The animals on the arch-ends have unusually large heads and 

stand on rectangular bases beneath which are two bhik~us placed one above the other. The attendant 

Bodhisattvas to these Buddhas are carved on the north ends of the east and west walls, they wear 

crowns and have elongated heads and slender bodies, the inner hands hold whisks and the outer hands 

grasp the ends of the celestial scarfs. Of particular interest are the accentuated waists caused by a slight 

lean towards the north wall. Beneath the figures arc :;hallow reliefs of the upper halves of the bodies 

of dwarfs of a very curious design which is not to be found ill the earlier Yun-kang caves. The north 

wall is also covered with dark-red pigment. On the base under the niche there "xists a row of sllal

lowly carved worshippers, divided into two parts by the tablet in the centre. On the west side are 

represented three female figures led by a bhik~u, and on the east, three male figures led by a hhik~u 

holding an incense-burner. The third figure in the east holds a parasol over the second figure. (Pis. 

57, 62, 69, 70A, 71, Plan XL) 

On the east wall is a trabeated niche containing a BodhisaLl va seated on a rectangular pet!est3 I 

with ankles crossed and knees held high to form a sharp angle where the legs cross. Compared with 

those of early Yun-kang style in this position, the shoulders are more sloping, the waist narrower and 

the ends of the skirt more wing-like. The scarf crosses very low almost on tlw lal" The crown is 

decorated with a triangular pattern on th" centre and on each side with a three-leaves pattern hetween 

(Rub. VIIJ). The right hand is raised and the back of the left hand with thumb and index finger ex

tended and other fingers half~closed rests on the inner thigh revealing the palm (PI. 6IB). The nimbus 

is also coloured with dark-red pigment with various other colours super-impose,!' The halo is in the 

form of a ring of large round green spots. Outside this is a narrow hand of feather pattern also in green 

pigment which divides two hands, one of seated Buddhas and one of flying celestials in the same colour. 

These pigments may well be the original painting of the Northern Wei period (PIs. 58-64, Plan XL). 

The attendant Bodhisaltvas on each side stand on incised lotus pedestals within the niche. The lrahe

ation is divided into six sections each containing flying celestials in shallow relief of a type similar to 

those in Cave VI. On each side above the trabeatioJ] are carved four bhik~\ls. On the hase of the 

niche and continued from the north wall is carved a row of worshippers repres"IJ!(,d as men. (PIs. S8, 

m.) 

The west wall contains a pointed niche housing a >'eated Buddha with elongated face and sloping 

shoulders. The nose and right hand are slightly damaged. The carving of the knees ~eems to form 

a pedestal so that the low"r half of the hody appears to be longer than u"m! and the halance of the 

body is destroyed. The robe is of Cave VI type without hanging sash, thp. ends of the skirt hang down 

torming folds on the floor. The wall which is coloured with the same dark-red pigmp.llt shows the 
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fmest painting in this cave. The halo is represented ill various bands with an inner hand of lotus 

blossoms followed hy a band of double rings. The nimbus is decorated with a hand of flame pattern 

and one of small seated Buddhas while outside the band of flames are seen small celestials on lotus 

hlossoms with floating celestial scarfs and leaves of lotus. All these designs are executed with par· 

ticular beauty and may well be the original paintings of the Northern Wei. The brush strokes are 

as skilful as the painting of the Northern Wei f(lUnd in Cave 120N of Tun.huang and also resembles 

the incised pattern of the nimbuses in Ku.yang.tung, Lung.men. (Pis. 65-71, Plan XII.) 

On the arch-front are carved seven Buddhas seated in dhyana posture. The arch-ends terminate 

in animal figures beneath which are seen four worshipping bhik~us placed one above the other. At each 

side of the niche stands an attendant Bodhisattva. The wall is broken by a long oblong hole which 

cuts the right side of the attendant. This hole strangely opens into the east wall in Cave XI. Above 

and on each side of the arch·front f'lUr worshipping celestials are represented. 

On the base of the nidle a row of worshippers is represented which is continuell from the north 

wall. Those of the west wall face left towards the north wall. Between ·each group of worshippers 

is a vertical oblong tablet without inscription. They wear a half:length jacket with a "V" shaped 

neck, ami a long skirt. reaehes to the ground hiding the feet, clearly showing a different dress from 

that of men. The chins are pointed and imoised lines are used to show the eyes and eyebrows. The 

figures are undoubtedly intended to represent women. All these figures ofworshil'pers covering fOllr 

walls provide important material for the study of Northern Wei costume. BrieAy speaking, the com

bination of these three niches in this cave, i.e., two Buddhas seated side by side, a Bodhisattva with 

ankles crossed and a single seated Buddha, is identical with those (Pis. 11, 27) found on the walls in 

Cave XIII. (Pis. 65, 69, 70.) 

The ceiling is hasieally "Iuare in shape narrowing on the north and east sides (Rub. VIIH). It. is 

surrounded hy a hand of triangular pendants which join to the walls. The ceiling itself is coffered by 

two thin beams from east to west and another two from north to south which are painted with patterns 

such as hands of repeated rings and floral scrolls. Where they intersect are painted lotm nowers as 

seell also on t.he places where they join the outer beam. These designs arc undoubtedly of Northern 

Wei style so the colouring would also be of the same period. The nine coifers f,mncd hy the I)pams 

are shallow, those in the four corners each containing a large lotus flower relief, that in the ~entre, 

intertwined dragons while the remaining four each contain a flying celestial. The figures arc all 

two carved in shallow relief and painted with pigments of the Northern Wei. On the dragons the eyes 

and scales and large teeth are all incised boldly. The flying celcstials wear high chignons, have elon

gated faces and slender bodies with long streaming skirt showing nnwh movement. These are among 

the finest of the late Yiin-kang celestials. (Pis. 72-77, Plan X.) 

[NICHE XIa] This niche, on the same level as Cave XIA and dose to Cave X, has the outpr wall 

much damaged but was ()I"iginally of domed form and deep. On the central and side walls seated 

Buddhas wearing dress of Cave VI ty I'e are carved, their faces elongated and shoulders sloping. The 

right hands are raisell and the left held down with palm ... ,veabl. (PI. 52.). 

[NICHE XI"] The Buddha \w,ars dress of Caw VI type. Part of the left attendant Bodhisattva 
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is visible hut that on the right has completely disappeared. (PI. 52.) 

[NICHE Xlc] The entrance is much damaged. It is of domed type and very deep. The main 

image i, a Buddha ,eated on a pedestal and wearing dress of Cave VI type. On each side wall is also 

carved a scated Buddha. On eaeh side of the entrance the remains of standing images which may 

have heen guardians can he seen. (PI. 52.) 

[NICHE XId] This is a pointed-arch type niche housing two Buddhas sealed side hy side. The 

faces are elongated, the shoulders sloping and the dress is again of Cave VI type. Between the,e 

two Buddhas is a hole (PI. 53) leading through into Cave XIA which gives an idea of how thin is the 

wall at this place. Seven Buddhas are shown seated on the arch-front. The west side of the niche 

is badly damaged hut, on the east side, an attendant Bodhisattva standing heneath a canopy can he seen. 

On Ihe other side a similar Bodhisattva may once have heen repn~sented. Ahove Ihe pointed arch

front can he seen a canopy decoration (PI. 52) but thp west side has eompletely hroken away. It may 

be eoncluded that at one time this niche had a small wall at each sidle one only the eastern remains, , 
hlearing an insniption r!ated A.D. 489. This niche seems to have suffered at the time of the opening 

of the Cave XIA. Beneath this niche is a row of worshippers cut by a tablet. (PIs. 81, 82.) 

[NICHE Xle] Among all the niches on the outside walls of Caves Wu.hua-tung, only this niehe 

shows a carving of Cave VIII stylp. The raised right hanr! is still visihle hut the left hand has broken 

away an,! the two knlees and feet are also missing. The halo is deeorated with cenlrallotlls flower followed 

hy a hand of floral scrolls with half-palmettes amI one hand of flaming pattern. The nimhus is dpcoratcd 

with an outpr hand of flame pattern, followed hy a row of sealed Buddhas ani} one of floral scrolls. 

These designs are well preserver! and not repainted (Huh. IV E). Beyoml the nimhns are remains of 

the three right attendant worshippers placed one ahove the other. The design "fthis niche resembles 

those of Caves IX and X so that it may well have heen carved earlier than the olher niches on these 

outside walls. (PIs. 78 -80.) 

[NICHE XIf] Situated heneath Niche XI d it is of square shape with a five-storeyer! pagoda 

on each side, each storey occupied by two Buddhas scall,,1 side hy side. On each roof tiles and raflers 

are neatly indicated. Ahove the top roof is carv"d a fivp-Iaycrcd pedestal amI an open flower contain

ing a semisphere surmounted by a ringed pillar. Berlf'ath the whole niche is a five-layered ]lpdestal 

with a lion on pach sidf'. Two naked figurps support a loopel! curtain with celestial, holding garlands 

ahove it and fmally a canopy of triangular pendants. Within the niche is a trinity of seated Buddhas, 

their faces elongated, shoulders sloping and wearing Cavp VI type dress. The rohe hangs down in 

one loop symm"trically ovpr the feet. The nimhns earries no decoration. Outside the niche arp two 

walls, that on the east being divir!ed into two layers, tllP upper with a traheated niche and the lower 

a ni .. he of pointed-arch type. The west outer wallis cOlllpletely destroyer!. (PIs. 81-83.) 

[NICHE XI g] Situaled to Ihe we:;t of Niche Xlf it is of domed shape and houses a triuity of seated 

Buddhas. The right hand of the central Buddha is raised, the left hand held out palm exposed with 

thumh and index finger extended and tIll" other three fing",rs denehed. Thp face is e1ongaled, 

shoulders sloping and dress of Cave VI type wilh hanging sash on the breast. The chin is unfortu

nately destroyel!' The large nimhus has an (lUter horder of flame paltern. The outer horder of the 
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halo has small seated Buddhas one above the other. Within, five contcentric circles surround a blank 

centre (Rnb. Vn). The attendant Bodhisallvas wear crowns, their scarfs forming an "X" shape 

reach to the knees. The faces are also elongated and the shoulders sloping as with the central image. 

Their flame-shaped haloes carry no decoration. The heml of the outside arm is of particular inter

est. On each side of the nimbus above the attendants is a flying celestial and outside the attendants 

are five rows of small pointed niches each housing a seated Buddha in the form of the Thousand 

Buddhas. At present only two in each row remain but it may be assumed that originally there were 

many more. Accordingly this niche must have been much deeper than as now appears. (PIs. 81, 82, 

81) 

[NICHE XIh] This deep, dome-shaped niche is situated beneath Niche XIf and is formed of three 

walls, the hack wall housing two Buddhas seated side by side with a Bodhisattva seated with ankles 

crossed on each side wall. On the top of the ceiling is a pair of confronting flying celestials within 

an elliptical area (Ru]" VII). (PI. 52.) 

[N[(~HE Xli] Situated beneath Niche XIg and he side Niche XIh is dome-shaped and houses a 

seated Buddha on the back wall. A large nimhus is decorated with an outside hand of flame pattern, 

followed by one of flying celestials and a halo with nine seated Buddhas. The top of the ceiling 

carries a pair of flying c<'lestials (Ruh. VA). Although the face is much damaged, it can be seen that 

it was dongated. The ,Iress is of Cave VI type. The attendant Bodhisattvas stand on the east and west 

walls. The entrance 1.0 the niche cannot now be conjectured. (PI. 52.) 

[NICHE Xlj] Situated beneath Niche Xle and reaching to the ground. It is impossible to deter

mine whether or not it was once of niche form. In the upper centre is carved a small Bodhisattva 

with ankles crossed (PI. 78) beneath which is an area which appears once to have contained a representa

tion of the Thousand Buddhas. In the centre of this may be seen a larger niche with a seated Buddha. 

(PIs. 51, 52.) 

[NICHE Xlk] Situated beneath Niches XIh and Xli this small and unimportant niche is rapidly 

disappearing from erosion. In it is a seated Buddha with an attendant on each side all showing later 

Y iin-kang style. (PI. 51-) 

[NICHE XII] This large niche, situated heneath the window of Cave XI, is dome-shaped forming 

three walls, that on the north housing a trinity of seated Buddha. The raised right hand of the cen

tral Buddha is partly dest royed and the left hand and the area including the left knee and down to 

the pedestal is damaged. The u~':lj~a of the seated Buddha has also heen destroyed. The face is 

slightly elongated, the chin pointed and the eye-lids heavy and half-closed giving the image an appear

ance of profound meditation which is a characteristic of the later Yiin-kang style. The dress, of Cave 

VI style, .shows the inner garment forming a "U " shaped loop low on the chest and covering hoth 

shoulders. The pleats are shown strongly in downwards steps. Just above the lap may be seen the 

end of the hanging sash from the chest. The pedestal is almost entirely destroyed hut, from what 

remains on the left, it may he seen once to have been of lotus-petal design. The round halo contains 

a central lotus flower followed by a band of small seated Buddhas while the nimhus contains an outer hand 

of flame pattern followed by one of small seated Buddhas and floral scrolls with half-palmettes-all 
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most skilfully exemted (Ruh. LV A) . 1'h" attendant BodhisatLvas have haloes of flame shape, hold their 

inner hands to the breast and have the outer hands hanging down. The scarf:, cross low over the 

stomach and reach to the knees. (Ph;. 85-92.) 

On the east and wesl walls ,imilar trahcated niches aI''' carved each housing a I30dhisattva seated 

on a rectangular hlock with ankles crossed. The figure on the west wall is much damaged hut the 

beautiful figure on the east wall is well preserved (Fig. 27). The drapery falling over the sides of the 

pedestal in wing shapes is of particular interest (PI. 90). The five.layere(l pedestal heneaLh the niche 

is now very hadly damaged. The traheation is divichl into ,ix sections with a shallowly carvec\ flying 

celestial in each. A shallow looped curtain hangs I ",I ow the traheation and ahove it the canopy is neatly 

carved with triangular pendants and overlapping doth. Al,ove this canopy is a row of triangular and 

round shapes (Ruhs. VIlA,H). Tlw smaller attendant on each side stanch on a Lall cylindrical pedestal 

deeoraled wiLh incised LoLus {lower. (Pis. 87, 90.) 

[NICHE xr m] On the west side of the window and !enlrance gateway of Cave xr art' excavated 

Niches XI m- p. Due to wpathering Niche XI n has hecome ,;0 shallow Lhat, apart from traces of two 

Buddhas seated sid., by side, little remains of it. 

This dome.shaped Niche XI m situated to the west of the window of Cave XI houses a central scaLed 

Buddha. The pedestal is c:overed with earth and cannot be distinguished. TIlt' u~l,lj~a, forehead and 

raised right hand arc badly damaged. The dress is of Cave VI tY[lI' hUL without hanging sash on the 

breast. The face is heautifilily executed particularly in the expression of its lllPditative mood, sharp 

nose, delicate IiI'S and the curve of eheek amI chin. The treaLment of the ,lral'er\' and the pose of 

the left hand should be ol"erved. The nimbus is splendidly decorated with hanc]" of flame pattern, 

worshipper, and circles. and has a halo with hanel, of seventpcn seat eel Buddhas, incised circle, amI 

a central lotus flower (Huh. IlIA). The attpllllant Bodhi,attvas on eacit si,k standing on low lotlls 

pedestals show a great nobiliLy of pos('. They h,m' largf' haloes of flaul" shapp" scarfs eros-ing 

low on the hody and flaring ,kirts. Betwepn the large nimhus of the central image and the atten· 

dant Bodhisattva stands a eelesLial of slightly "mailer stature than the Bodhisattva. Its posture with 

palms together holding a lotus hud aL the breast, the inner knee half-hf'nt and the flamp·,haperl halo 

is of great interest. Ahove and outside the attendant Bodhisattva is a reprpsf'ntation of the Thollsand 

Buddhas of which nine rows can now be s('en. The cntrane(' to the niche is ba,\Iy eroded hut tlw 

two small niches containing seated Buddhas half way up the inside of th(' right pntrUll('f' and s"'(,fIlingly 

in "ertical rows may sugg:<,st that a storeyed sliipH stood on each side of the pntranee. (PI. 9:1.) 

[NICHE. Xln] Situated beneath Niche Xlm is a small Niche XI n which has now almost entirely 

disappceared. It contains a seated Buddha of which only the upper half of the hody dothed in Cave 

VI type dress now remains. (PI. 85.) 

[NICHE Xlo] Situated heneath Niche Xln is of pointed.arch typf'. Du(' 10 wcathc'ring, LIl!' flllb,ide 

is not disLinguishable. The cent ral Buddha is ,,'a ted on a low pedestal sC'cmingly deeoratpci with lotus 

petals, till' filc" is elongated, the neck slender ani 1 the shouldprs very sloping. Th", hair with waves 

depicted by illl'ised lilies as seen also on the celltral standing Buddha of Cave XVI is of particular in

terest, lwre heing somewhat more formalized. The line of the eyebrows which join in the ('entre 
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forms one with that of the straight nose. The lips are thin and curl upwards at the ends in the so

called archaic smile. The faee and neck have hccn painted and look ,Iarkish, the right hand is raised 

while the left hand hel,l out with palm exposed is sharply carved ami slightly smaller than those of 

Cave VIlT type. The dress is of Cave VI type and where the robe drapes over the arms the folds are 

depicted in regular lines falling into two arcs over the legs with only the left foot exposed. On the 

breast under the outer robe, two folds of the under·rohe are visible. The sash hangs down in two 

bands. (Pis. 94, 95.) 

The large nimhus hehind the central Buddha is decorated with an outer band of flame pattern 

followed by a hand of flying celestials. The round halo has an outer hand formed of a row of small 

seated Bwldhas followed hy a band of flame pattern, one of circles and a central lotus flower. Among 

the", the flame pattern shows more delicate carving. The wave lines in the flame pattern of the halo 

are particularly sharply carved (Ruh. IIIB). A tall attendant Bodhisattva with a large flame.shaped 

halo stands on eadl sill£' wall facing inwards. The large pi ),\~ shaped decoration should he ohserved 

where the scarfs cross low in front of the body. Between the large attendant Bodhisattvas and the 

nimbus of till' cenl ral Blilldha stand smaller celestial, wearing high chignons. Outside and above the 

standinf( Bodhisattvas the area is fillcd with niches of the Thousand Buddhas. On the ceiling of the 

niche alJOvc the nimbus is seen a pair of flying celestials. This niche resembles Niches XIn and IXg. 

[NICHE XIpJ Situated heneath ~iehe XIo and close to the ground level is hadly damaged. The 

remains of a scated Buddha may just he distinguished wearing dress of Cave VI type. (PI. 96.) 

2. NICHES ON OUTSIDE WALL OF CAVE XII 

This sectioll includes the eif(ht niches in the arf'a from the extreme east to the extreme west of 

Cavf' XII. They are numherell from XIIa to XIIh and among them Niches XUb, XIIf', and XUd have 

almost elltirely disappeared. It was finally decided that Niche XIIc house,l two Buddhas seated side 

by side and that Niche XII d was of traheated type with a trinity of seated Buddhas. Between Niches 

XIm and XIIa it could he seen that the walls is slightly set back. A similar set·hack can be rlis

tinguisllPd b"twc{'n Niches XIIg an, I XIII a so it is assumed that the whole of the area coverer! hy Cave 

XII was slip:htly rcressc(l. (PI. 97.) 

[NICHE XIIaJ This niche is situated to the w('st of and slightly higher than Niche XIm. On each 

side of thp niche is a seven· storeyed pagsda, each storey with two small niches housinp: seated Buddhas. 

Ahove tht, pagoda the arch-front is entirely damaged, hut may have once showed a canopy with f(arlands 

as seen above Niche XIf (PI. 97). The base of the niche is carved to represent a row of worshippers 

cut hy a tahlet. Although the upper part of this tablet is damaged the lower part with six rows of 

"haraeters can still he seen (PI. lOSB). Among these characters two decipherable which read )[:"1' 
"The first year of ..... ". The style of writing greatly resembles that of the Ku-yang.tung of Lung

men while the style of the image is that of late Yiin·kang. From these two indications it is reasonable 

to identify this inscription as reading" The first year of Ching.ming ":;tfl)JJl:"f. (A.D. 500). The 
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central Buddha is seated on a low lotus pedestal over which the drapery of the robe spreads fan·wise 

and the u~nj~a is unusually high resembling a high chignon. The iace is elongated, the neck slender 

and the shoulders sloping. The right hand is raised, the left held outwards WiLh palm exposed, Lhumb 

and index finger extended and others clenched. The dress is of Cave VI type with single hanging 

sash. The outer decoration of the nimbus is formed of two bands of flame pattern followed by a row 

of seated Buddhas, one of circles and another band of flame pattern. The outer hand of tbe halo is 

of flame pattern, followed by one of rare type composed of disks interspaep,d with three pearls. The 

next band is formed of large circles following the line of the halo Hnd the inner area is a large lotus 

(Ruh. VIB). The pattern of cireles and pearls bears a resemblance to the painted nimbus in Cave 

XIA but here it is incised. An attendant Bodhisattva with a flame·shaped halo stands on each 

side·wall bcing inwards. Beneath their round bases are kneeling dwarfs supporting the hases with 

both arms raised. A small bhik~u with palms together fills the space between each attendant and 

the nimbus. Outside and above the attendants are carved niches of the Thousaml Buddhas type 

arranged in nine rows beneath which a row of worshippers leaded hy a bhik~u is represented. On 

the domed ceiling of the niche are carved two flying celestials. (Pis. 98-105.) 

[NICHE Xlle] Situated high above the entrance of Cave XII. On each side of the niche is a 

seven·storeyed pagoda and 011 the base of the niche the remains of a row of worshippers are just visihle. 

The niche is deep and houses a seated Buddha of Cave VI type on the hack waIL The nimhlls is splen. 

didly carved with an outer band of flame pattern, followed by one of flying celestials, one of seated 

and one of circles. The halo carries a band of flying celestials, one of seated Buddhas, one of circles 

and a central lotus flower. On the top of the ceiling is represented a pair of flying celestials (Ruh. 

IV A). (PIs. 106, 107.) 

[NICHE XIIf] Situated 10 the west of Niche Xle, is a shallow niche housing a trinity of seated 

Buddha of Cave VI type. (PI. 97.) 

[NICHE XlI g] Situated to the west again of Niche XIIi; is slightly deeper and constructed with 

three walls. The back wall houses a trinity of seated Buddha of Cave VI type and the east wall, a 

Bodhisattva with ankles crossed. Due to the llamage of the upper part, this niche now appears much 

taller than it is wide. (PI. 97, Ruh. VIlE.) 

.'3. SMALL CAVES AND NICHES ON OUTSIDE WALL OF CAVE XIII 

[Cave XHIA] Cave XIIIA is an unfinished cave situated to the west of Cave XIII. The outer 

wall has three entrances divided hy two pillars which carry no reliefs and retain their rough surface. 

Above the outer wall is flat surface leading to the level of the outer walls of the other caves in this 

group. The construction is similar to those of Caves IX and X and of Cave XII. The cave itself is 

of rectangular form with four walls and a ceiling but only the south wall contains relie£~ and the others 

retain their original rough surface indicating that this cave was left unfinished. Many small niches 

are carved on this south wall but in no regular arrangement indicating that the carving of the niches was 
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carried out some considerable time after the excavation of the cave. Several fraf!;mentary inscriptions 

were found here. (Fig. 17.) 

It is thus not necccssary, for the purposes of this study, to consider this as a separate cave hut 

the carvings of the small niches, however, provide useful material for the study of the style of the late 

Yiin.kanf!; period. (PIs. 108, 112-114.) 

[Cave XIIIB] On the extreme west of the outside wall of Cave XIIIA, the wall makes a rif!;ht. 

angle turn to the south rreating a surface on which are carved small nidws. These will be considered 

latcr hut a word should be said here concerning small Cave XTIlB. This is unusual in so far as inside 

it is found a square pillar whidl presents a rough surface. A small window was found on the south 

side and with a buried entrance gateway beneath it. (Figs. 19-20.) 

[NICHE XIIIa] In the area from the line formcd by the niches of the east sides of the window 

awl cntrancc I!,ateway of Cave xm to the extreme west of Cave XUIA are situated twenty.six niches 

numbered a-·z. They arc not arrange(\ in any regular plan but seem to have been place(\ indiscrimi· 

nately. 

As described above, the line of set·hack in the wall l,etween Niche XIIg and this niche results 

in the latter being set slightly forwards. It is a deep niche with a seated Buddha on the back wall 

which was left unfinished with the surface of the body only rough.chiselled. On the east and west 

side·walls two finely carved attendant Bodhisattvas (Fil!,.23) and two standing Buddhas are shown. 

(PI. 97.) 

[NIGIE XIHbj Situated beneath Niche XlIIa is a very shallow niche with a now much damaged 

seated Buddha clothed in dress of Cave VI type. (PI. 97.) 

[NICHE XIIIc] Situated to the east of and slightly above the entrance gateway of Cave XIII, is 

of traheated type housing a Buddha seated on a lotus pedestal wearing dress of Cave VI type and at tend· 

cd on each side·wall \'y a stamlin/( Bodhisattva. Both in and ahove the trabeation many small seated 

Buddhas arc depicted. Each end of the traheation is supported hy a rectangular pillar cut hack into 

the out"r wall. (Hubs. VI c. D. PI. 97.) 

[NICHE XIIIrlj Situated to the immediate cast of the entrance gateway of Cave XlII and dose to 

the wound is a larl!,er niche which houses a seaten Buddha now badly (\amaged. The attendant Bo· 

dhisattva 011 each sille can hardly he seen. These figures seem to be of Cave VI type. (PI. 97.) 

[NICHES XlIleJ,g] Niches XIIIe,f and g arc situated in a row between the window ann entrance 

gatewav of Cave XIII. Each of them is deep and consists of three walls. On the north wall of each 

is shown a pointed.arch type niche with a seated Buddha and two attendants of which the heads are 

badly damaged. Their dresses are of Cave VI type hanging over the pedestal. On the arch·fronts 

are carved rows of seven seated Buddhas (Fig. 24). On P(lst wall of ('aeh as central image is seen Bodhi· 

sattva with ankles crossed (Figs. 25, 26.). On cadI side of the flat ("eiling two nying celpstia\s are 

repl"f'senteri as if supporting the ,\ouble lotus flower in the centre (Rub. VIle.). (PI. 97.) 

[NICHES XIIIh,i] Niche XIIIh houses two Buddhas seated side by side in the centre (Fig. 22). 

Niche XIlIi is deep and consists of three walls, the hack wall housinf!; a seated Buddha (Fig. 30, Ruh. 

VII K) The large nimhus is decorated with an outer hand of flame pattern, followed by olle of seated 
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Buddhas and a halo with a hand of circles amI a central lotus flower. On the top of the ceiling is 

carved a lotus flower supported all each side hy a pair of flying celestials (Rub. V c). 

A part from this niche all the others as far as Niches XIII y and z house a single seated Buddha 

in the centre and all wear dress of Cave VI type. (PI. 97.) 

[NICHES XIIIj,n,w] Niches j (Fig. 28) and n (Fig. 22, Rub. IV H) are now shallow from weathering 

and expose the central images but it would appear that they may once have been deep. This would 

suggest that the outer wall once protruded further than is seen at present. The same would apply to 

Niche XIIIw. (PIs. 97,108,109.) 

[NICHES XlIIa'-i'] To the west of Cave XlIIA the wall makes a right.angle turn to the south 

forming an area which houses nine niches of later Yun.kang period. These are designated XIlIa'-i' . 

Apart from Niches XIIlb' and c' all are hadly damaged but would seem once possibly to have contained 

trinities of seated Buddha. The seated Buddhas of Niches b' and c' show the style of the later Yun-kang 

period with dress of Cave VI type. (PIs. no, 111.) 
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CONCLUSIONS 

1 

Cave XIII with its large central main image is one of the large-scale excavations ofYiin-kang and 

its planning and execntion must have required a great effort on the part of the ppople of the Northern 

Wei_ The central image--a large Bodhisattva seated with ankles crossed-would suggest that a certain 

uniformity was originally intended for the whole cave but the niches on the three walls are of various 

types and arranged in different schemes whieh, althongh indicating the piety of various donors, 

somewhat destroy the uniformity_ 

(1) From the iconographical viewpoint, Cave XIII is a cave with a large central Maitreya image 

like Cave XVIl of the Five Caves of 'f'an-yao and, like the latter, the central figure occupies the same 

amount of space_ Maitreya figures are often found in the Yiin-kang caves but only in these two do 

they occupy the central positions almost filling the whole caves. As has been described in VoL VII 

images of the Sakyamuni Buddha either standing or seated and representations of his life are found 

frequently on the site. This fact, together with evidence which can be derived from the Buddhist 

literature of the time, make it possible to appreciate the popularity of the worship of the Sakyamuni 

Buddha in the Northern Wei period". Maitreya who, as the Buddha of the Future, is believed to he 
• 

the successor to the Siikyamuni Buddha would indicate a similar trend of popular worship. In the 

Yiin-kang Caves, especially in Cave XVII representations of Maitreya as a Bodhisattva seated with 

ankles (Tossed are often seen while, as may be seen from this volume, in Cave XlI[ in addition to 

the central fIgure on the north wall it is found thirteen times in various sizes. The fre'lueney of ils 

occurence may suggest that it was particularly favoured by donors_ This trend may be seen to be 

continued on the walls of Ku-yang-tung at Lung-men_" 

(2) In this cave representations of the two Buddhas seated side by side occur no less frequently 

than lhat of the Bodhisattva seated with ankles crossed; two are found in the fourth storey one in 

the third storey two in the second storey three in the first storey all of the east wall, one in the 

eastern part of the south wall and one in the western part of the south wall. The type appears, 

of course, also in the caves of T'an-yao_ [n the north wall of Cave VII it forms the main image in a 

large niche while in Caves IX and X it appears in the ante-rooms. It is remarkable that in Cave XIII 

each of the niches is dedicated by a ,lifferent donor and its frequent appearance might be taken as an 

indication of the large numher of donors. 

(:3) In Cave XIII the niches mntainillg a nodhisattva with ankles crossed are combined with olher 
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niches in three basic groups: 

a. Combined with a niche housing a seated Buddha. 

South Wall, Upper Storey, East Part, Upper Niches (PI. 10). 

South Wall, Upper Storey, West Part, Lowest Niches" (PI. 11). 

South Wall, Lower Storey, Central small Niches above Entrance Gateway (PI. 17). 

East Wall, First Zone, Small Niches cut on Nimhus') (PI. 36). 

b. Comhined with a niche housing two Buddhas scated side hy side. 

East Wall, First Zone, Nidws on North E'(tremitv (PI. 33). , 
South Wall, Lower Storey, East Small Nich"s ahove the Entrance Gateway (PI. 17). 

South Wall, Lower Storey, West Small Niches above Entrance Gateway (PI. 17). 

c. Combined with a niche housing a seated Buddha and a niche with two Buddhas side by side. 

South Wall, Upper Storey, West Part, Upper Niches (PI. 11). 

East Wall, Third Zone, Niches (PI. 29). 

East. Wall, First Zone, Small Niches on North Extremity') (PI. .34). 

The niche in the east reveal of the windolV of Cave Xl dated 19th year of T'ai-ho (A.D. 4%) IS 

of group a of these three combinations. Representative of type c is the niche dated the 7th year 

of T'ai-ho (A.D. 483) in the east wall of Cave XI where, in addition to the basic combination, are 

found also eighty-eight smalllliches of the Thousand Buddhas, as well as Mafijusri, Mahasthamaprapta 

and AvalokiteSvara. Cave XIA, though small in sizl', contains three niches with this combination. 

The niche on the east reveal of the window of Cave XVII dated A. D. 489 is of group b. Comhination 

of type b is also seen in the north wall of Cave VII and slightly later in the twin caves of IX and X, and 

ofI amI II. These niches seen in Caves XI and XIII are direct developments of the former. In this group 

the Bodhisattva with ankles crossed may be identified as Maitrcya, the seated Buddha as Sakyamuni 

and the two Bu.ddhas seatcd side by side as Sakyamuni and Prahhiitaratna Buddhas. Thc creation of 

this type may wdl originate in worship of the /,otus Slitra in which the combination occurs as a 

religious idea. 

(4) Niches of the Thousand Buddhas arc found in the fifth storey of the east wall. This had 

been a popular representation in Y iin-kang since it first appeared in the Five Caves of T'an-yao followed 

by those ill lar;!" scale on the side walls of the ante-rooms in Caves VII and VIII, on hoth reveals of 

the windows in Caves X anti V, and in tlw centre of t1w east wall in Cavl' VI. In (ave XI it is seen on 

the upper storey in the nieh" dated th" 7th Year ofT'ai-ho (A.D. 483) and on th" lower storey both on 

the east and west walls. In this cave it is shown symmetrically On the upper storeys of east and west 

walls. In Ku-yang-tung of Lung-men it is also seen 011 the upper parts of both side walls." 

1 Z. Tsukamoto. Sldna-Rukloy/)s!u>l\"(,nl.".YIi ('studic:-i o[lIi~tory nfChinese HuddhisllI). Tokyo 19!J.2. pp. 571-.rlUO, or 

S. Mizuno und T. Na~ahiro. A Study (~f the Bwldlis!' C(lv('./cmpl('s ()f Lu,nwmcn, lI()nan. AppPlloix I. pr. 227-2:~ 1. 

2 Mizuno and Nagaldro. 'bid., p. L07. :1 This is all unusual tYIlI' of thi:'i kind. 

4 These uicht'·s arl' exet:ukd in the game styli-. ;; TIII'~w nic\ws afl~ of' tlw saInI' style though diffefl'nt in sizt'o 

6 Mizullo and Nagahiro, Ibid., Figs. 9:3, 96. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

2 

The characteristics of the construction of Cave XIII are as follows: 

( 1) As already pointed out this large cave was designed to house the large central Maitreya 

figure ami planned shallow in depth compared to height. In point of time, the plan of this cave starts 

with the Five Caves of T'an.yao and was adopted by the artists of Cave V as well as of this cave. Bather 

than in Cave V, however, the proto· type is to be found in Cave XVII of the Five Caves of T'an'yao, 

since the latter houses a similar central Maitreya figure with walls which are closer to it than even 

those of Cave XIII. 

(2) The east, west and south walls are divided into horizontal zones although the divisions are 

not always very distinct. Such an arrangement is found neither in Cave XVII nor in the other Caves 

of T'an.yao and resembles more those of the main rooms of Caves IX amI X in each of which the walls 

are divided by decorative hands into zone. The walls of Cave XIII, however, are divided into four 

zones on the south and into six on both side walls with the dividing demrative hand above only the 

the hottom storey. The walls may have been started on a regular plan which was later abandoned 

in several places; c.g., the symmetrical design on both side walls and the east and west parts of the 

south wall is disturhed in the middle storey while the upper and bottom storeys retain their original 

plan. It is unusual to find a row of celestial worshippers carved on the upper layers of the bottom 

storey s on both side walls. 

(3) The rows of celestial musicians in the uppermost zones beneath the ceiling resemble those 

seen in Caves VII, VIII, IX amI X and appear to follow the types showed there. Similar forms are 

also seen in Caves I, II and VI. 

(4) The flat, narrow ceiling has a design of two large dragons which bear a resemblance to those 

of Caves I and IT though here in Cave XIII the design is not so closely related to the structure of the 

ceiling as in Caves I and If. 

3 

The followiug observations should he made regarding the demrations of the niehes : 

(1) Three types of niches are represented - the pointed arch, the traheated and the roofed. 

Beneath the roots a canopy form is seen on the middle storey of the south wall. On the arch·fronts 

of the pointed-arch type seated Buddhas are generally represented hut sometimes also patterns of floral 

scrolls, e.g., the north niche of the fourth zone and the second lower niche of the first mne on the east 

wall. Sometimes tlwy arc left undecorated, e.g., in the niche of the fifth mne of the east wall and 

the upper niches on the east and west parts of the south wall. It is interesting to ohserve that there 

is a double type of traheatioll in the third niche of the first mne of the east wall, which is particularly 

well executed (PI. 31). The roofed niches in this cave are simple types without hrackets or curtains. 

(2) Among the nimbuses, those behind the ccntral image of the north wall ami the seven st.and· 

ing Buddhas on the middle storey of the south wall are the finest. Almost all the other nimbuses 
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and haloes have no decoration hut, since they have sufferer! from latcr repainting, itis difficult to he 

certain whether or not they were. 

(.3) TllP decorative patterns are divided into two types-the lotlls-petal pattern and the f1oral

scroll pattern. The former may be seen above the bottom storey of dIP east wall and heneath thc 

fourth upper niche of the first zone of the east wall. The floral-scroll pattern is of particularly skillful 

execution in the hand above the nimbus of the central main image on the north wall. It consists of 

half-palmettes and wavy lines designed with great delicacy. Also on the front surfaces of the top and 

houolll layers of the five-layered pedestal in the lower niches of both sides of the south wall are carved 

floral-scroll patterns with half-palmettes. The floral-scroll with repeated rings is shown on both 

reveals of the entrance gateway. On the lintel of the entrance gateway, although here much damaged 

is seen another floral-scroll made up of a repeated pattern of three petals. These floral-scroll pattern 

types resemhle those seen in Caves IX and X but show wide variations from that seen on the hand 

above the nimbus of the central imagc on the north wall. 

4 

Sculptural styles. The large central Bodhisattva seated with ankles crossed has hcell so gn'atly 

disfigured by rt'pair work and repainting that it is difTif'Ult to ,ktcrmine its original al'pearanc(·. It 

mny he assumed. however. that the figure was carved later than tho"" represented in a similar position 

in Caves VII and XVII. A search for the oldest type of srulpturc in this eave would lear! to hoth 

reveals of the window which are well preserved and without latcr repair or rcpaintillg. Th(~ round 

faces and hroad slHllllders, the modelling in the round, the hody visihle through the incised skirt and 

the forms of necklaces and scarfs all indicate an ('arly type with strong ,,'estern influences. These 

lIlay have been carved in the same period m; Caves VII X. I\ll the figurcs on the east wall. despite 

later repair- and repainting, are carved in a type with broad shoulders and breast, roundness of body 

and undecorated nimhus!'s and halo", which i~ 11l1mistakablv that of Cavc.s VII amI VIII. It is of 

particular interest that the Bodhisattva seated with ankles crossed awl hoth attendants of the third 

niche of the first zone of the east wall show a style of carving similar to the stanJinfi Bodhisattva, 011 

the window. These, in th"ir turn, resemhle those of r:av('s Vll--X. The flying celf'stals 011 the 

arch-front of this same niche also have features in common with those seen in Caves VIT· X. TIl" 

same similarity is visihle between the kneeling celestial worshippers on the bottom storey of the east 

side wall and those of thcse two sets of caves although thcy are somewhat more stylised in Cave XIII. 

The figures on the south wall except for those of the middle storey show also a development of Cave 

VIII style. 

The above mentiollf·d are of early Yiin-kang style and may have heen rarv"d in tllf~ period partly 

concurrent with that of the construction of Caves IX and X and partly with the following period. 

It is of particular interest that a new style is here seen in the seven standing Buddhas on the 

middle storey of the south wall. In dress they resemhle those of Cave VI and with mild features 

which are weaker by comparison. From the style of tbese seven Budrlhas it may he assumed that 
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the middle storey of the south wall was carved under the strong influence of Cave VI style. The stvle , 
of the carving can be compared with that on the west wall of Cave XI which shows dress of Cave VI 
type. 

Above the entrance gateway on the south wall are carved six niches housing figures of Cave VI 
type worked in the later Yiln.kang period. 

5 

It is difTicult to decide who muld have been the planner of such a large cave with its huge figure 

of Maitreya. Certainly it could not have been undertaken hy the common people of the Northern 

Wei but only by ordler of the court. However, the various smaller scale niches seen everywhere in 

the walls must have heen undertaken by monks and other pious laymen from all ranks of society of 

the period. From similar types seen in Cave VIII it must be concluded that Cave VIII style exerted 

a strong influence in this cave and that, accordingly, the large Maitreya figure in the centre may have 

been finished earlier than these various other niches. 

The tablets beneath the niches in the east, west and south walls are of particular interest. Although 

unfortunately no insrriptions were found on them. their different shapes and positions would suggest 

that the niches were contrihuted hy various donors. This conclusion is strengthened by the rows of 

worshippers on hoth sides of the tahlets. At least two figures on each side are always shown, e.g., the 

small niche on the east extremity of the south wall and in one place as many as nineteen on each side, 

as seen on the third zone of the east wall. They are shown sometimes standing, sometimes kneeling, 

sometimes together with bhik~lls and sometimes laymen only both men and women. From these 

fi~ures it is possible to derive some knowledge of the fashion of dress of the Northern Wei period. 

The men wear Phrygian eaps with pieces of doth hanging down the hack, long cloaks with tight sleeves 

and trousers while the women have Phrygian caps of slightly higher type, long cloaks with the same 

ti~ht sleeves and long skirts hiding the feet. Sometimes, when seen without the cap, the hair of the 

womell appears as if it were dres,;ed in two chignons. 

These rows of worshippers would suggest that somet imes a single niche and sometimes a ~roup 

of two or more niches were donated. The inscription dated" seventh year of T'ai·ho " on the upper 

storey of the east wall of Cave XI provides valuahle evidence of the latter. As opposed to such caves 

as VII -X and others whidl seem to have been planned by a single donor, either hy the order of the 

court or hy some other powerful man in high position, it would appear that ill Cave XIII, after the 

large Maitreya figure was completed, the ordinary people had access to its walls and, although the 

arrangement of the storeys was already determined, were allowed to fill in the blank spaces with 

niches of various siles and patterns. As mentioned above, the styles of carving in this cave follow 

those seen in Caves VII -X and the carving of the cave may have continued until the end ofthe T'ai· 

ho period (A.D. 500). Evidence to support this is afforded by the inscriptions on the niches in Cave 

Ku.yang-tung, Lung.men. 

The excavation of Cave VI may have begun in the early years ofT'ai·ho introducing a style with 
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new types of dress and new forms which is seen everywhere_ Due to this fact the so-called Cave VI 

style may have flourished from the tenth year of T'ai-ho, i_eo, A_D_ 486 onwards_ It replaced 

the earlier or so-called Cave VIll style and, accordingly, Cave VIII style which is sometimes seen in 

Cave XIII must have had its period of greatest popularity before that period_ From this assumption 

it may be concluded that the excavation of Cave XIII may have been started in the early years ofT'ai

ho and have preserved strong traces of Cave VIII style_ However, in view of the existence of the row 

of seven Buddhas on the middle storey of the south wall carved in Cave VI sty Ie, it must be conclud

ed that the work covered a period up to the time of A_D. 494. 

6 

The niches on the outer walls of Caves XI-XIII. 

The outer wall of Cave XII is set hack from those of Caves Xl and XIII as is evidenced hy the 

perpendicular cuts seen on the west of niche Xlm and on the east of niche XIIIa. This set-hack of 

the wall may have some relation to the wooden structure on the outside wall of Cave XII. In the 

area from the outer wall of Cave XI to the buttress of Cave XIIIB, three small caves and sixty-odd 

niches exist. These are arranged arhitrarily in a way which may he compared to the western-most 

group of small eaves in Yiin-kang. Briefly speaking, the carvings are of the later Yiin-kang style so 

they may have been excavated in the period up to around the end of the T'ai-ho period, namely, cx

tending up to and covering the time when the capital of the Northern Wei was transfered to Lo-yang. 

In type of construciton, the early type of Yiin-kang niche which is shallow and contains figures 

of Cave VIII style is only seen in Niche Xle situated close to the west of Cave X. All the other 

niches seem once to have been deeper and often constructed with three walls. Sometime~, as seen 

in Cave XIA various figures arc carved even on each side of the window. Accordingly, these niches 

may be regarded as small caves. Sometimes a storeyed pagoda is carved on each side (Niches XIf, 

XIm, XIla, XIIe), or with canopies (Niches XIf, XIIa). A row of worshippers and a tablet are often 

shown on the bases of the niches suggesting that each niche may have been planned and contributed 

by various donors. Unfortunately almost all such tablets, except those of Niches XId and XIIb are 

much damaged so that the inscriptions, for which they seem to have been intended, have disappeared_ 

However, the date" thirteenth year ofT'ai-ho" (A. D .. tIN) found on the inseription on Niche Xlf\ and 

". . . First year ")C{p found on Niche XUa which seems to indicate" the first year of Ching-ming ,. 

;;(n~)C"I:- (A.D. 500) as well as the date" nineteenth year ofT'ai-ho" (A.D. 495) found on the niche 

of the east reveal of the window of Cave XI provide valuable key-points for the study of these niches. 

Two kinds of decoration arc found on the side walls of these niches. The first is in the form 

of another trabeated niche often housing a Bodhisattva with ankles crossed and the second is a Bud

dha surrounded by niches of the Thousand Buddhas intended as attendant to the main image on the 

haek walL Those of the first type are seen in the medium-sized caves of the westernmost group of 

Yiin-kung and foreshadow the caves of Northern Wei type as seen in Lung-men. 

The ceilings of these niches are of two types. The first are dome-shaped and the second have 
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a flat ~ciling. On the ceilings of the first type which are more common here, the pointed tops of the 

large nimbuses extend into the dome with confronting flying celestials on each side (Niches Xli, XIIa, 

XIIe, XIIg, XIIIi). On the flat ceilings as seen in Cave XIA coffers are representf'd with carvings of 

lotus flowers and flying celestials. These types may he derived from those of Caves VI, VII, VIII, IX 

and X ancl especially from those of Cave VI. 

It is unnecessary to repeat that the figures seen in these niches are of the later type ofYiin.kang 

carving as descrilJed in the introduction to this volume. It should he emphasised, however, that their 

workmanship here is particularly skilful. The nimhuses also are executed in great dctail aUlI may 

have heen influenced hy those of Cave VI. Due to the small scale of these niches, a long scene such as 

a Jiuaka or one of the scenes of the life of Buddha could not, of course, he depicted. In Cave XIA, 

however, there are seen figures of Dipmpkara Buddha with Mal,lava, and Vimalaklrti with Manjusri 

and in Niche XIIIf Sakyamuni Buddha with boys among whom was King Asoka of the former life. 

The figures of dwarfs supporting the standing Bodhisattvas may have been influenced by those of 

Caves VII, VIII, IX and X. These facts lead to the conclusions that these niches of the outer walls of 

Wu.hua.tung are elosely in style to the cavcs of the central group. Finally, the relationship of these 

niehes to Caves XI and XIII must be considered. In both Caves XI and XIII there exist two basic 

styles, i.e., that ufCave VIII and that of Cave VI. With regard to Cave VI type the figures on the walls 

of Caves XI and XIII resemble those found in these niches and the latter may have been carved in 

a perio,l immediately following that of the former. 

The carvings of small scale niches in the later Yiin.kang style are seen in blank spaces on even 

the Five Caves of ran.yao and sometimes on the outer walls of Caves V and VI but those on the outer 

walls of Caves XI-XIII are remarkable for their concentrated representation on a single area and 

for the skilful workmanship. Pro~eeding from the overwhelming impression created by the large 

cave to these small niches with their exquisite, slender figures of the later Yiin·kang period, no visitor 

to Ihe site could fail to be moved by the deep religious faith expressed in them by the simple people 

of the Northern Wei. 
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PLATES 

CAVE XIII 

PI. 1. Cave XIII, Outoide Wall. 

Showing, in the c,mire of the plate, the window 

of Cave XIII with the entr,HlC" gateway beneath it. 

Above the window there exist three rectangular holes 

in a row ahove which a line is cut horir.ontally into 

the wall, suggest.ing a wooden structure huilt dose 

to the outer wall. Above the entrance gateway there 

seems once to have been earved a lintel decoration of 

which now only a fragment rt~mains on the western 

part (Rub. !IF). On each side of the entrance under 

the lintel there may have been carved an oblong pillar. 

form with rdiefs as is se"n in Cave X. 
1\11 over the outer wall of Cave XIII various niehes 

art: carvell irregularly as seen also outside Caves XI, 

XI[ and XIIIA. The excavations of those niches are 

unrelated to Cave XiiI. (Height uf window 4.55 m.) 

PI. 2. Entrance Gateway, East Revml. 

The gateway is formel[ of a horizontal lintel and 

two reveals. Of the originailintel only a srtlall section 

of a relief remains on the west purt of the outside wail 

(PI. 1.A). On the inside of the east reveal is earv"II 

a perp""dicnlar band of floral·scroll pattern and 

hey owl this towanls the outside of the cave ~tantl:5 a 

dvarapala. Above the latter 011 the upper part of the 

reveal is a trabeated nidlC carvell deeply into the rock 

forrnin~ three waH., and housing a seated Buddha and 

two attendants ill the bal·k wall. The trabeated lintel 

of thjs lIiche i:.; divided inlO ~ix. sections but the eorner~ 

where it joined the uprights have I)(",n cut away later. 

Each of the ~(:I~lioll:; contains finely carved flying celes

tials (Ruh. II B). On the inside walls of the niche 

stand three worshippers with high chignons. Sur· 

rounding the trabcation i3 a (:urtain awl below the tra

beatiulI, on (~ach side of the outside wall of the niche, 

is a storeyed pago(la wilh tiled roo£., whidl. allhough 
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much ,lamagcd, woul,l appear originally to have helm 

five-storeyed. The carving seen in this niche reveals 

the style of later Yun.kung workmanship anll would 

thus seem to have been done after the lower half of 

the reveal, i.e., the standing dvarapala. The nkhe 

corresponds to a similar one on the west reveal. The 

culling of this s'Iuare form was done for a later and 

unknown purpose. (Pn:sent height of entrance 3.65m.) 

P 1. :1 A. Entrance Gateway, West Reveal, Dvarapala. 

Jl. Entrance Gateway, East Reveal Dvarapala. 

A. This figure is badly damaged but it may be seen 

that it resembles those of Caves IX anti X. The head 

with crown and round halo is turned towards the inside 

of the "ave. The left hand held high holds a long 

spear and the right hand rests on the hip. It differs 

from lllU~e in Caves IX anti X in t.he drapery of the 

skirt which is here shown as a Ilouble garment. The 

hem of the douhle garment is represented with a wavy 

line. (Height of figure :!.15m.) 

B. This figure whieh corresponds to that on the west 

reveal just destOribed appears to have a loose helt of 

leather repre~t~llte(l roulllI the hip. (Height of figure 

2.2001.) 

1'1. ·1· A. Entrance Gateway, Outside Wall, Lintel with 

Floral·Seroll Pattern. 

B. Entrance Gateway, West Reveal, Floral. 

Scroll Pattern. 

c. Entrance Gateway, East Re\·e,al. Floral. 

SI·roll Pattern. 

A. From what remains here it may he seen that 

tht; desigll was suggested from the t'utranee gateway 

of ihe ante·room of Cave X. The pattern, however, 

is not illenLical. The outer hmd is formed of a narrow 

hand of /Joral·scroll pattern with a palmetle in the 
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corners (Rub. II F, I). The scrolls arc made up of three 

leav(~s wilh tho centn~ leaf dongatcd and leading into 

the "orm:r palmette". Insiele this hand may he s"'''' a 

naker! celestial hoy standing with legs astricle. The re

mainder of this design must he imagined from this 

single remaining figure. (Wi,lth of lintel O.6~ m.) 

B, c. Two broad wavy lines are joined together to 

form a spinelle-shapee1 floral-scroll pattern whidl was 

then filled with a desip;n of three leaves as seen also on 

the gateways of Caves IX anel X_ TIere, however, it 

IS more sdlematised (Ruh. II K). (Width of pattern 

O.22m.) 

PI. 5. Winclow, West Reveal, Standinp; Bodhisattva. 

Both reveals of the window are in a goml state of 

preservation and show no repair work. The standing 

Bodhisattva wears a (TOWn and fOUlld halo with a large 

nimhus the size of the whole fip;ure, represented at the 

hack. Both halo and nimhus are unadorned. The 

left hanel is hent ,mel holds an ineense-hurner on a 

hase at shoulder height. The right hand rests on the 

hreast- now not easily visihle due to damage. The 

representation of the fingers is particularly delicately 

executed. Tile head is turnc({ towards the main room 

and on the i>reast arc shown three types of decoration. 

The top one i, formed of a "road plate with hanging 

bells, tht~ next of two long loops ending in confronting 

dragon head~ with a single lotus flower hanging from 

t1wir joined mouths, and the third a simple long neck

lace formed of chain and pearls. The arms are thick 

and the hips wide, the lower half of the hody heing 

covered with a skirt, thu drapery of which is repn~s!~nt

cd hy finely incised lines. Th" hem of the skirt flares 

out on each sic Ie and forms rleep loops round the front 

of the hony. One part of the celestial scarf rises frolll 

the left elhow, passes hehind the halo and reappears 

on the otlwr side, coming down over the insi(le of the 

right dhow antI flowing down towards the right knee. 

The other part flows from the left dhow downwards 

and outwards to the level of the left knee. The carv

iug of the fi gurc is not in very high relief hut is very 

skillfully executed. The style is similar to that of tI", 
images in the gateways of Caves VII and VIII. The 

figure is surmounted by a canopy formed of triangular 

pendants and overlapping folds of cloth and above this 

again is a row of triangular and round shape~. By tlH~ 
feet art: shown seven rang(~s of mouutains. (Height of 
figure 2.45 m.) 

PI. n. Window, East Reveal, Standing Bodhisattva. 

This figure corresponds to the standing Borlhisattva 

on tht: west reveal just descrihed. It c1iffers in so far 

as the left hanel hangs clown wards IlOleling a little hottle 

ann the right hand holds a flame-shapeel oiljert i.e., 

cintamani. The head here is somewhat smaller and 

the upp,:r part of the hoely·narrower. The mountains 

round the feet, represt-mted in thrce fIiRI ind rangl:s, 

are also differently execnted from those hent:ath til<' 

companion sculpture. The damage to the outer side 

is not so severe as on the opposite reveal. (Height 

of figure 2.5~m.) 

PI. 7 A. Window, West Reveal, Upper part. 

B. Window, East Heveal, Upper part. 

A, B. Showing the heads of the Bodhisattvas and 

their canopies. Ahove each of these are ft~prescllted 

two flying celestial:.:; sidl~ hy side. Due to severe 

damage. only the outlines of these figures ('an be dis

tinguishe(1. Those on the inner side hoW incensc

burners in their inner hands. The celestial scarfs 

anri rohes which reach down to cover the ankles are 

similar in type' to thost: seen in C:m:s V1I and VIII. 

Tlw elamage ahove these figures makes it impoS'ihle 

to distinguish what was once represented on tlw ceiling. 
(Hr'ight of head, A. 0.6101 .• B. 0.6401.) 

PI. R. South-East Corner, Upper Half. 

The relation of cast and south walls, window and 

ceiling is clearly visihlc from this plate. The edges 

of the window are devoid of d(~coratioll as seen also in 

thp windows of the Five Caves ofT'an-yao, Caves XI, 
VI and V. Seven standing Buddhas occupy the mieldle 

section of the south wall. Their dress ami style of 

carving diff(~r from the sculptures on the east wal1 and 

from the rest of the south wall. (Height of Window 
4.55m.) 

PI. 9. South-East Corner, Lower Half. 

Showing part of the window, the entrance gateway 

awl the plan of the south wall with its (livision into an 

upper, a middle and a lower storey. On the ("treme 

left of tit<: plate may he seen part or the kg and feet 

of the large Bodhis:lttva seated with ankles cro,"cd Oil 

the norlh wall. The floor is covert'el with earth whidl 

hides the original Northern Wei floor. (Present height 
of entrance gateway 3.6Sm.) 
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PI. 10. South Wall, East Side, Upper Storey. 

To the east of the window two niehes are carve(1 one 

above the other. The upper niche is traheated and 
houses a Bodhisattva seated with ankles crossed with 

an attendant Bodhjsattva with one leg pcwlant on 

either side showing a combinalioJl of figuft~s similar 

to those seen on th~ upper storeys of the ante-rooms 

of Caves IX amI X. On each side of these stand 

pillars and outside of them worshipping attendant 

Bodhisattvas with palms held together and upwards. 
The trabeation is ,Iivided into two parts, a lower parI 

in the form of triangular pendants and looped curtain 
and an upper part in the form of links of rectangular 

pattern. In the areas formed above the trabeation 

stand celestial musieians. Bdow this niche is a row 
of seven small niches eaeh containing a seated Budtlha 
in the dhyana p05ition which would appear to be in· 

tended to represent the Seven Buddhas of the Past. 

The long triangular area between the east and south 
walls is repainted hut would appear originally to have 

contained no s(:ulplure. 

The lower nid", is of pointed-arch type and houses 
a Buddha seated on a lotus pc,Iestal with left shoulder 

covered by the robe as in the so-called Cave V HI type. 

On each side of the central figure stand small atten
dant Bodhisattvas. The lower ends of the arch are 

decorated with dragons but the arch·front itself con· 

tains no decoration. The scated Buddha wears a large 
. round halo hut no nimhus is visible. Th" hcad is 
inclined downwards and the slender sloping shoul<lers 

show the same type as seen in the seated Buddha of 

the west reveal of the window of Cave X. The areas 
on each si,le of the niche are divided vertically into 

four sections, each containing a <1i vini!.),. Thl: upper 

one in each wears a high chignon, and in the others 

the hair is flaming. 

These two nii:hes are rebted-the upper Bodhisattva 

with ankles cro,..;~ .. wd representing Maitreya and the 

lower seatc/l image, Sakyamllni Buddha, while the 

middle seven Buddhas hetween them are the Seven 

BUIld has of the Past. 

Relow the lower Ili('}w is curved a shallow, regularly 

loope'l curtain Ildow whidl the upper bodies of 

numerous high-chignoned worshippers are shown. 

Below these agaiu are five small pointe!l-arch niches. 

E""'pt for the secowl from the left, which contains 
two seated Buddhas, Ih~y c~adl house one seated 

Buddha all in dhyuna position. The attendant Bodhi-
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sattvas to these figures are quito small. In this area, 

the section where the east and south walls join, is 

filled in witb three small niches arranged vertically. 

The upper two arc of pointed type aUlI the lower is 
roofed. 

Close to the ceiling is a repainted row of triangular 

penda1l1s bel<Hv which is shown a row of pointed-arch 
nidles each housing a celestial mnsician. The type 

is similar to that of Caves IX and X. The fifth 

musician from the right is of particular interest in so 

far as if is shown playing a harp. (Height of upper 
storey 3.75m.) 

PI. 11. South Wall, Upper Storey, West Part. 

Showing three zones, the upper trabeated, the middle 
two poinlt~(l-arr.h niches and the lower, a central point

('£I-arch niche with a roof(~(l niche on dthcr sjd(~. In 

tbe upper trabeat"d niche is seen a central Bodhisattva 
scated with ankles eros!3erl attended OIl each side by a 

Bodhisattva with one leg pendant facing half outwaros 

towards the room. On each side of til" pedestal of the 

central figure lions afe repre~ented. This nic.he resem· 

hIes thetypeof the east niche. Outside the two atten

dants are slender pillars followed by standing Bo· 
dhisattvas facing forwards with palms together. The 

trabeated lintel is divid(xl into hvdve scrtions each of 

which is d(~c()rat.ed wit.h simple pal.tern. 

Beneath this top niche, on tile lefl is a nidle with 
a pointed arch housing two seated Huddhas. The arch· 

front is undecorated but at the ends of the arch· front 
lions arc carvell. The area beneath this niche com

prised eight kneeling worshippers with palms together 

arri:Lllg(:u four 011 uiLlwr side, of whieh dlt~ celllral pair 
holding an incense-burner. In the pointed arch to 

the west of this is a Buddha seated on the floor in 

lihyuna position and unalkndc(l. The arch-front 

contains nine smal1 Buddhas s,~ated in dh>,'una position 

and the an~h-~nds are earw-:t] in t.he shape of tigers 

standing on stool·lik" capitak The lower stowy 
comprises three niches, t.he cent.ral niche of pointed

ardl type housing a single Buddha ",ated on a low 
lotus pedestal. its left shoul,kr covered with the 

robe, i.e., in the Cave VIII type and a flying cdestial 

on each side of til<, rou",l halo. Seven Buddhas are 

shown in the arch-front which ends in dragons standing 

on bases in the shape of bundle,; of cloth tied in the 

(·,·.ntre. At each si,1<: of this central niche are Bodhi

sattvas s(~at;:~(l with ankles cros-;(~fl tinder roofs. The 
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image on the left of the central niche has both hands 

h<:I,1 to the breast while the other has only right hand 

raised. Lions staml at each side of both statues. 

Ahove the roofs of these niches arc pairs of confront

ing flying celestials with hands held npwards. All 

the images on this part of the wall are much repainted 

and have no nimbuses. 
The inward indine of the west wall may clearly he 

seen from this plate and also close to the ceiling the 

continuation of the row of triangular pendants with 

the niches containing the celestial musicians hmeath 

it as also on the cast part of this wall. (Height of upper 

storey 3.8S m.) 

PI. 12. South Wall, Upper Storey, Central Part. 

Showing the relations hetween the east and west 

parts in th" upper storey and the mid.!le storey S\IT

rounding the win,Iow. It is easily seen that the two 

sides are not symmetrically arranged. The arch of 

the window is entirely destroyed. The sculpture of 

the middle storey differs in many ways from that of 

the upper storeys. (Height of window 4.55m., width 
4.10m.) 

PI. B. South Wall, Middle Storey, Seven Standing 

IlwIdhas. 

The seven staruling Bwldhas an' divined into three 

groups. a central group of three and two side group" 

of two figures. each group surmount.ed by its own in

divi,hraI roof. Tire central roof is decorated with nine 

triangular form~, ridge-pole ornament.s and birds on 

each side. Un<ler the eaves on tire left side arc seen 

eight rafter ends which are not continued on the rest 

of the roof ann under the rafters hangs a shallow 

loope'l curLain. The relation between the roof an,1 

the eaves is strange. The smaller roofs on each si<1e 

are decorated with three birds, one in the centre and 

one on each side and four ridw~-pol~ ornaments as in 

the central roof. No rafters are indicated and two 

shallow canopies are provided, one for each Buoldha. 

This nifferencc of decoration heneath the rafters of the 

central ann side roofs is also remarknhle. The seven 

Bundhas arc peculiar hoth in their style and in their 

large scale as opposed to tire other carvings. It would 

appear from these evidences that these seven Buddhas 

were carved laLer in Northern Wei times. Although 

much repainted they are well preserverl. (Height of 
middle storey 3.05m.) 
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PI. 14. South Wall, J\Ii,lrlle Storey, Seven Standing 

Buddhas. 

Showing the seven Buddhas standing on the middle 

storey helow tire window. TI", carv ing is set well 

bar l; from the original surface as seen in the storeys 

ahove and helow. The profile of these images should 

he mrefully observe,l since they differ greatly from 

those of other statues of this eave and led to the con

clusion that they were not part of the first carving. 

This fact is ohvious from comparison with tl", sculp

tures of the east wall as seen in this plate. (Height of 
middle storey 3.0Sm.) 

PI. 15. South Wall, Mi,hll" Storey, Seven Standing 

Buddhas. West Part. 

Under the two shallow canopies staml two Buddhas 

on lotus pm!"sta!s with right hands raised and palms 

outwards an(l left arms hent with hands held outwarns 

ann downwards~ thumh and index finger p.x!.t-mdt:(l and 
the other fingers clenched. The dres~ is as Sf~4~n in 

Cave VI with one fold falIing down from the right 

shoulder and over the left fore-arm, part of the flaring 

at the side like a long sleeve, skirt ,louhl" and drapery 

step-like in beautiful waves. The inner and outer 

garments are arranged in layers. A wide sash of doth 
is lie(1 OIl the hreast and falls in two parts. The faces 

an' sli~htly dongaled, the necks slender and the shoul

ders not too heavy. Although the nimhuses are mudl 
repainted, their original form can he visualised with 

outer hands (keorat.,.} with flame pattern, the next with 

rows of worshippers with high chignons and the inner 

with nine small seate,1 Buddhas. TI", halo is neeorat

cd with lotus flowers. The relief of all thesl! hands is 

very shallow. At the shoulders a triangular area of 

flame pattern is represented (Rubs. I F, G). Between 

th~ nimhust,s are flying cclestia1s as seen in G1.ve VI. 

In short these standing Buddhas show a stvle whirh is 

developed from that of Cave VI. (Hei~ht of west end 
fi~ure 2.48 m.) 

PI. 16. South Wall, Mirl,ll" Storey, Seven Standing 

Buddhas, East Part. 

Showing tlIP two standing Buddhas under canopies 

and roof. Compared to the western two Bundhas the 

representation of these figures is heavier, i.e., the fa~es 
rOllnd, the shoulders hroad and the line formed hy the 

flaring of the skirts at the side stmi~hter. Thev differ 

from the other five images in that the fivl~ fingers of 
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the left hands are all outstretcherl (Ruh,. I A.B). (Height 
of east end figure 2.46 m.) 

PI. 17 A. South Wall. Milldle Storey, Seven Standing 

Buddhas, Central Part. 

B. South Wall, Lower Storev, Small Niche, , 
above Entrance Gateway. 

A. Showing the "Imtral group of three standing 

BUI]dhas unrler a roof. These carvings resemhle more 

those of the western two than the eastern two. It is 

particularly remarkahle that in the nimbus of the 

central Buddha the flame pattern springs from inter· 

twined wavy lines, while the following hand is formed 

of it row of flying cel"stialo instead of kneeling celes

tials as seen on the other six. In the outer hand of 

the halo of the west Bwldha is represented a row of 

flying celestialo inste'ld of small seated Buddhas. It 

is also noticeahle that the long skirts of the flying 

celestials 011 hoth sid" of the nimhus of tI", east 

Buddha are thrown over their legs. This is a style 

which can not dearly he seen in other figures (Rubs. 

I C-E). (Height of central figure 2.44m.) 
Il. Beneath these three standing Buddhas of the 

elmtral group and ahove the gateway are six small 

niches arranged in two rows. The upper niches are 

trabeaterl and each divirled into five complrtments. In 

the .entral compartment are Bodhisattvas seOlted with 

ankles crossed anrl their feet slIpporterl hy goddesses, 
i.e. ccuth goddesses. On each sid" of t.hem are Bodhi

sattva:; with one leg pendant and heyond them again 

in the out.side compartments are standing Borlhisattvas. 

All have slender faces and long necks with slender 

sloping shoulders_ The trabeations are each divided 

il1to six sections each (,~olltai !ling a small seated BUlldha. 

IL is int(!f(~sting to noti('c that the outer most f'ompart

ment.,; of the,., niches are placed outside the trahea

liol1S antI that they are in two layers one ahove the other. 

In the central niche the upper one is a Buddha seated 

in the dhyilOa position while the lower section contains 

a Buddha seatell in European fashion. Of the other two 

niches, the right :.-;iiles (~orresponr1, with a sC'-J.ted 
Bodhisattva in the top sections and a Bodhis'.lUva 

seated in European fashion in the lower sertions. The 

left sides also corresponrl with an old man holding a 

whisk, i.e., Vimalakirti in the top sections and in the 

lower section~ Bodhisattvas rifling on elephants, i.e., 

Samantahhadra. This arrangement is particularly 

noteworthy. 
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In the lower row the central niche contains a seated 

Budl]ha with right hand rai,,,rl with ten small seated 

Buddhas in the arch-front. The fringe of the arch-front 

is decorated with a row of garlamls as seen in the Ku

yang-tung Cave at Lung-men. The area at the sirl" of 

this niche is divided into two vertical compartments and 

the inner one is again divided into four layers of which 

the upper continues across the top of the niche aTH] 

contains five hhik~us. The other three containing 

single celestial worshippers or Bodhisattvas_ The outer 

compartment is divided into two layers. the upper of 

which houses two Budrlhas seaterl side by side and tl", 

lower, representations of three-storeyed pagodas. The 

niches on either side are also pointed and contain two 

Buddhas seated side hy side_ The arch-front houses 

seven scated Buddhas. Outside the niches the areas 

are divided into two vertical compartments, the inner 

being divided again into three layers the upper of 

whidl houses five figures. the middle, a worshipper 

with high ehignon and the lower, an attendant Bodhi

saUva with palms together. The outer compartments 

are divided into three layers, each containing in the 

top layers. a seated Buddha, a Buddha seated in Euro

pean fashion and finally a standing Buddha. 

In short, despite their small size, these imup;es are 

interesting on account of their variety, their latcr Yun
kang style and their resemblance to the day figures of 

Northern Wei_ The pointed arehes arc interesting in 

so far as their swelling silleR and sharp points have a 

parallel in Indian architecture and resemhle those seen 

in the Ku-yang-tung Cave in Lung-men." The com

bination of these niches is also remarkahle_ (Width of 

six niches panel 3.00 m.) 

1 S. Mizuno and T. Na!-!:iJhiro, A Study of tJu~ RlUldhist Cove. 
tpmples of Lung-men, 1'18. 78. 7<). 

PI. 18. South Wall, I.ower Storey, East Part. 

Showing at the top the lower part of the skirt of the 

Burldhas in the milldl" storey. Above the top of 

the niche is a row of flying eelestials fonned of five 

on each side holding ~arlands amI helow them is 

a horizontal row of nine nidll~:-) (~ar,h containing a 

",a ted Buddha. Down the left side is a vertical row 

of seven similar niches and Bwlrlhas while down the 

right side is a row which shows now only six niches. 

The lower niche, however, has bcen covered with the 

new c1ay_ The edges on both sides joining at the top 

with the row of celestials with garlands are formed of 
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a thin band of cele,tial worshippers wilh high chignons 

and haloes, placed one above the other. In the cen· 

tre is a pointed·arch niche housing a seated Bud,lhas. 

The two hands ancl rohes are all r"lJaired. The round 

face and h"a vy shoulders display the so·called Cave 

V III type. A small attendant Bodhisattva stands on 

each side of the central figure ami above each of 

these is carved a full· bodied flying celestial. These 

celestials are also similar to those seen in Caves 

IX amI X. On the arch·front are rcpre.;ente,1 Seven 

Buddhas in the dhyana position surrounded hy /lame· 

shaped nimbuses amI between them the rare representa· 

tion of small lotus buds. Ahove the Buddhas is a row 

of three flying celestials on each side, the central pair 

holding a small canopy above the central small Buddha. 

Outsi,le the last Buddhas in this row of seven Bud,lhas 

is a celestial worshipper with palms together. The 

arch-enJs are in bird form, their tails resemhling those 

of large pigeons and below them are naked dwarfs with 

both hands held upwar,ls to support the capitals on 

which the hirds stand. Below was a five.layered 

pedestal with a lion on eitlwr side but the lower fOllr 

layers and right lion are now covered with clay (Rub. 

II L). It would appear that heneath the pedestal was 

once represented a row of standing worshippers cut 

by a central tablet as seen in the west niche (PI. 21). 
The hottom storey is now completely covered with 

new clay bnt after the removal of the clay as seen in 

PI. 2:> A, a row of worshippers was revealed. 

The area a<ljoining the east wall is of particular in· 

terest with its four small niches arranged vertically, 

the top niche heing pointed and with canopy, the next 

two of pointed.arch type with narrow curtains ahove 

them and the bottom a trabeated niche. The three 

upper nidl"s contain inst"a,1 of a simple trinity of 

seated Bwldha type a trinity with the addition of two 

worshipping bhik~us. The bottom niche houses a 

Bodhisattva with ankles crossed. It is a",umed that 

these bottom four niches of a vertical band of niches 

continue,l upwards as seen on Plate 10 and were 

cut hy the later carving of the large Buddhas in tl", 

middle stOft'Y' (Height of scated Buddha l.OSm.) 

PI. 19. Sonth Wall, Lower Storey, West part. 

Showing the ]owcr nir.hc which corresponds to that 

seen on th" east part. Its plan is identical in all res· 

peets except for the position of the hands ami the 

rlt~(~oration of the ardl-ends. Ttll'! robe is an interme-
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diate form between that in which the robe is shown 

covering the left shoulder and. that in whiC"h it cov(~rs 

hoth shoulclers. It i, not natural for a fold of the 

robe to cover the right elhow when the han,l helow it is 

shown outside the robe. The left hand which hohls 

the helll of the left side of the robe rests on the left 

thigh. The arrh-ends termiuak in tigers represented 

as ,ta",ling on rattan stools wh ile beneath them in 

plac.e of ,lwarfs are pillars. The lowest niche of the 

pcrpemlicular row of Iliehes at. the right side, of the 

",'ntml figure is traheated and houses a Bo<lhisattva 

with ankles crossed while in the east niel", (PI. Ill) 

tlwse figures arc found in a position one on each side 

above the arrh·front. The front. of the upper and 

lower layers of the pc,lest"l an, ,Iecorated with u /lora I· 

scroll pattern as seen in Caves IX and X. The next 

layers of the pedestal have ,lecorations of ha",ls of 

lotus petals. The central part of the pedestal and the 

whole of the lower area have heen cov'Ted with day 

but the former, as shown in PI. 24n, was ClIt by a 

tahlet rontaining an insf:ril'lion while on lht~ latter was 

carved a row of large worshipl""s, 
Adjoining the west wall are two niches one above 

the otber. Although they arc covered with day, it 

may be seen that the upper niche contains a seate'! 

Buddha and under the trab""tion ill the lower a 

Bo,lhisattva seatd in Ellropean fashion with ank.l,," 

crossed. (Height of seated Buddha l.01,rn.) 

PI. 20 A, B. South Wall, Lower Storey, East Niche, 

Arch·Ends and Pillars. 

Showing the arch·ends terminating in hirds with 

long necks turned backwards and legs placed astride. 

B''llcath them standing ,Iwarfs support t.he oblon~ bases 

on which they stand with uphel<! arms. The carving 

of the birds is very ,Iynamic and their effect is 

heightened hy the three head·feathers which protrude 

vigorously from their crowns. Both wings are slmtdwd 

as if in flight and splendid tail,; are "pread high amI 

wide hehind them. The fac" of the eastern dwarf is 

cOlllpletely disfigure,l by damage, but that of the west· 

ern figure IS well preserved awl shows the hair swept 

back. Both wear 10in·c1oths and, on the western dwarf, 

may be seen a neeklace Hnd a searf hanging down from 

both "houlders. The two halls umler the feet should 

he noticed. On the outside of the nir he beyond the 

dwarfs may he seen the two perpendicular rows of 

niches with their seatt~d Buddhas arrang,~d altt"fnatdy 
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with images with hoth shoulders coven,,1 hy the roh" 

and one shoulder covered. (Height uf dwarf, A. 0.48 m .• 
B. 0.46m.) 

PI. 21. South Wall. Lower Storey, West Niche, 

Showing what was revealed after the removal of the 
new clay as seen in Plate 19, The five,layered pe,lestal 

is here clearly shown, In the centre of the inner layers 

of the pedestal is a square tablet hearing an inscription, 

Beneath the pedestal, although much damaged, could 

be distinguished a row of eleven worshippers, (Height 
of seated Buddha 1.04 m,) 

PI. 22 A.H.c' SOllth Wall, Lower Storey, West Niche, 

A",h-EIlIIs an,1 Pillars. 

Despite the heavy damage and extensive repainting, 

the rletails may be seen 10 have heen finely executed. 

The original form of the sculpture can still he ima

gined from those examples. The head of the seated 
Buddha is rolln,l. the hody massive and the proportions 

are repeate'! in the attendants and the flying celestials. 

The style resemhles that of Caves IX and X. (Height 
of attendant, A. 0.68m., B. 0.69m.) 

PI. 2~\ A, B. South Wall, Lower storey, West Niche, 

Celestial Worshippers. 

Showing the kneeling cele3tials with chignons on 
each side of the arch-front. They hold garlands in 

Ih"ir upheld hanlls amI the line of eyes and eyehrows. 
their pose and drapery is similar to that seen in Cave 

VIII. The carving of the garlamls is more powerful 

than skillful. (Hei~ht of figure, A. 0.27 m .• B. 0.25 m.) 

PI. 24 A. South Wall, Lower Storey, West Niche, 
Lion of Pedestal. 

H. South Wall, I,ower Storey. West Niche, 

lns~ription. 

A. The hea,l of the lion is turne,! upwards an,1 

inwards towards the figure. Eyes, ears, mouth, nose 

and hair are all powerfully depicted and similar to the 

lions found on the east and west walls of Cave VIII. 

The decorations on th" various layers of the pedestal 
are also visihle in this plate. The Aoral-scroll pattern 

is formerl of three petals joinerl hy the elonflation of 

one of the petals. (Height of lion 0.29 m.) 
n. Tile square tablet bearing the inscription cuts 

the layer which is decorated with a row oflotus petals. 

Dne to the damafle to tho surface the inscription is 

only legihle in a few places. (Height of tahlet 0.21 m.) 
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PI. 25 A. South Wall, Bottom Storey, East Part, Row 

of Worshippers. 
B. South Wall. Bottom Siorey. W,,,I Part. Row 

of Worshippers. 
A, R. Showing the condition of the hottom storeys 

after the removal of the day wall surface as shown ill 

Pk HI and 19. Each side contains a row of s,wen 

worshippers with palms together facing towards the 

entrance gateway. Those of the western part show a 

curious standing posture with legs astride in a manner 

whkh does not correspond to that of the eastern part. 

They wear Phrygian caps with a piece of cloth hang
ing from the hack. The upper garment is in the style 

of a long cloak with narrow slceves and a" V "-shaped 

neck tied at the waist with a helt of leather under 

which trousers arc shown. It is curious that the lower 

half of the long outer cloak gives the impression of 
heing pleated, a style seen also on the (lvarapala of 

this entrance gateway. The technique of carving is 
rough and the manner of representation different from 

that of other sculptures in this cave. The blank space 

ahove these worshippers also gives rise to specula

tion. It is unusual in Yun-kang carving for such a 

larflc space to he left without any carving. In a similar 
position on the east wall, just ahove the row of worship

pers a shallow curtain is carved while here none is 

remained. (A. Height of east end figrure 1.26m., B. height 
of east end figure 1.22 m.) 

PI. 26. East Wall. 

Showin[l the whole area of the east wall with the 

exception of the lower part of the hottom storey and 

part of the south wall, the ceiling and the large main 

image of north wall. Due to the large nimhus of the 
north wall image the east wall tapers towards the top. 

The arrangement of the storeys on the east wall is 

irregular hut consists hasically of five zones and a 

hottom storey divided hy a narrow hand of lotus petals. 

(Height of east wall 13.29m., width 8.28m.) 

PI. 27. East Wall, Upper IIalf. 
Showing the area from the fifth zone to the first 

zone. Ahove fhe fifth ZOllP- there ~~xist~ it row of thir

teen small nich~8 each r-ontaining a celestial musician. 

This row extends on to the south wall, where hy the 
window Ihe figures arc damaged. Beneath hoth the 

third and s~cond zones is a row of mallY worshippers. 
Several small niches are carvPd one ahove the other 
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in the triangular area between the large flaming nIm

bus of the north wall anothe exlreme north niches on 

the second and first zones_ 

The diff.'fence of depth of carving of the statues in 

the middle storey of the south wall and the differences 

between them and the other niches on the upper and 

lower sioreys of the south wall are dearly visihle in 

this plate. (Ileight of window 4.55m.) 

PI. 211_ East Wall, Lower Half. 

The original floor is covered with earth. On Ihe 

extreme left of the plate may he seen part of the lotus 

pedestal of the central image, also covered with earth_ 

Close to the floor 011 the east wall is a row of stalltling 

worshippers flOW reston~{l with later clay and r~paint~ 

cd_ Above these is a row of cdestial worshippers fac

ing towanls the north waIL The iirst zone is divided 

into four sections. The third niche from the south with 

ils double trabeation is particularly splendi,l. Part 

of the fourth and extreme northern section of this wall 

is hidden hehind the left knne and hand of I he cenlral 

ima~ft. The seroml zone js divided into three sec

tions, the central section containing a niche of pointed

arch type and on each side of this roofed niche.,. At 

the extreme north of this zone are a number of small 

ni"hes not visible on thi, plate. (Present height of 
entrance gateway 3.65 m.) 

PI. 2<)_ East Wall, Upper Zones. 

The fIfth zone comprises a representation of the 

Thousand Buddhas with a large niche of pointed-arch 

typ" in the middle which occupies the space of thirty

five of the small niches_ The main Buddha with round 

face and broad shoulders is seatco on a five-layered 

pedestal. Due to repainting, it IS not cerlain whether 

then, on"e exis,,",l a halo or nol. The five-layered 

pedestal is undecorated and has the upper bodies of 

two hoys with palms together instead of lions. On 

each side of the niche slands a small attendant BOllhi

sattva with a celestial worshipl"" ahove each_ The 
arch-front (~arries 110 decoration and the arch-ends ter

minak in dragons standing on rattan stouls beneath 

which a pair of worshippers stands with palms together. 

The left wO[dhipper is a man wearing a long eloak and 

a Phrygian eup with a flowing piece of cloth hehind 

it while the right worshipper is a woman wearing a 

long skirt. The Thousand Buddhas consist of eight 

rows of seventeell nidH~s arranged symmetrically ahove 

and on either side of the central n ieh,,_ The small 

sealed Buddhas in dhyalla position in the small niches 

are carved as is usual with two types of dress. 

The fourlh zone is formed of three niches of pointed 

type. The north niehe is on a smaller scale anll of a 

different type. In the south nid,e arc seen two slightly 

confronting Buddhas seated on the Hoor which fill the 

whole area of the niche_ Outside the niche is a per

pendicu lar row of slanding worshippers with high 

ehignotH and haloes. 011 the arch·front and wljoin
ing the sides of the niche is a continuous row of kneel

ing worshippers of the similar type as tleserihcd ahove. 

In the eClltre of the arch-front is a Bodhisattva seated 

with ankJe~ crosst-~d. Ahove the arch-front is shown 

a row of thirteen pelestials holding garlands and ahove 

these again a shallow curtain. The area bdow the 

niche has heen repaired hut it wouM seem that Ihere 

originally existed here a row of worshippers. 

Ahove the milldle nid", is shallow looped curtain 

and a row of thirteen ('c1estials holding garlands as 

seen ahuve [lie south niche. The an'h is of poilltc(l 

type wilh eleven small Buddhas seated in the "hyana 

position. The outer edge of the '!fch-front is cut hy 

the garlands and the inner edge is decorated with a 

hand of lotus pctals which is a rare type in Yun-kang_ 

Un caeh side within the niche is a row of fonr layers 

of worshippers in low relief. The bottom worshipper 

is shown as a single figure awl t}w three rows alJOvc 
are in pairs. Uutside the niche is another vertical 

row cf worshippero on each side_ The main figure of 

a seated Buddha on a low lotus pedestal has heen en

tirely repaired and is now only a later day figure_ 

Beneath this, the rectangular has(~ is repainteJ. 

Th~ north nid", has a slightly smaller pointed

an'h amI hous"s two Buddhas seateu side by side. 

At present they are nothing more than repaired day 

figures of later date. The area of the nothern part is 

entirely covered with clay and repainted. In the centre 

of the arch-front is a large pa Imelle with a floral-scroll 

pal tern on either side. The ends of Ihe ar(,h-front 

seem to terminate in bird representations alld helO\,y 

this is covered with day. Beneath the niche is a 

curious relief showing two worshippers on t~idler side 

of a o~ntral incense-burner, kneeling with tlwir heads 

howed to the ground. Outside the arch-front is what 

remains of rows of smaller niches arraIlg(~d ill a ver

tical row of [our niches and a horizontal row, prohably 

of seven. Except for t~H.! uppermost row of seven 
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nidu.:s all the rest are of curious construction with 

a leaning tree forming the right side of the niches and 

each conlaining seated Buddhas in dhyana position. 

The top row of seVen niches contains edcstial musieians 

three of which can be seen here. 

The third zone contains three niches the arrange~ 

ment of whid. does not correspond to the three niches 

above it. The sonth niche is of pointed.arch form and 

houses two Buddhas seated side by si,;e. Due to the 

breadth of the niche there is more space between tbe 

two Bnddhas than in the niche above. Both have right 

hands raised and robes which cover the left shoulders 

and parts of the right. The faces are round and the 

shonlders powerful whieh are "haractcristics of the style 

of Cave VIII. On the arch·front are shown ten small 

seated Buddhas in Ihe dhyana position. The arch· 

ends terminate in the figures of tigers standing on 

rallan stools with a short, broad pillar beneatb. On 

each side of the niebe stands a crowned attendant with 

halo both holding a vase in the hands nearest to the 

niche. The round faee, broad shoulders an,l flaring 

skirt are reminiscent of the sculpture of Caves IX and 

X. On each side above the arch·front is a flying 

celestial with high chignon. 

The middle niche of trabeatc,1 form houses aBo· 

dhisatt va seated in European style with one leg pendant 

is carved on each side. The traheation is divided into 

six sections, each eontaining flying celestial mnsieians. 

Beneath the trabeation is a narrow looped .:urtain. 

The north niche is of pointed-arch form a!HI houses 

a Buddha seated in dhyana postllre on a five. layered 

pedestal. The head is repaired but the hody is origi. 

nal wilh hoth shoulders covered symmetrically hy the 

robe. The lower part of the pedestal is repaired but 

the upper half is untouche'i. The northern part of tbe 

an:h·front is covered with day hut it can he assnmed 

that Ihcn~ was onee here seven Buddhas seatell in 

dhyana position. The arch-enJs terminate in dragon5 

resting on rattan :3too15 beneath which arc kneeling 

('dcstials with high (~hignulls. 

It is remarkahle that only benealh the third ZOI'" is 

then~ found a row of standing worshippers which t~X

tends the whole length of the three niches .Ii vide,1 

symmetrically by a rectallgular tabId. Leading these 

two rows of worshippers when~ they med tlw tablet 

are two bhjk~us. The row on the left contains seven

teen ligure.; and Ihat on the right eighteen. All the 

worshippers except the hhik~us wear Phrygian (~aps 
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and long cloaks with narrow sleeves which may well 

have been the fashion of the time. The scene may 

serve as an indication of the popularity of worshipdur. 

ing this period. The three niches may be assumed 

to form a triad as seen also in the western u PP(" storey 

of the south wall (PI. 11). (Height of fifth zone 2.16m., 
fourth zone 1.46m .. third zone 1.37m.) 

PI. 30. East Wall, Lower Zones. 

Showing also the fourlh and third zones described 

above. Beneath these are seen the second and first 

zones. In the hottom left·hand corner of the plate 

the left hand an,l knee of the main image of the north 

wall are just visible. 

The second wne eonsisls of three niches. that on 

the sonth with a roof, the middle niche of pointed

arch type, and the north again with a roof. On the 

extreme north may be seen part of the large nimbus 

of the main image of the north wall and adjoining this 

and close to the north niche of the second zone is a 

group of three niches diminishing in size towards the 

top. 

In the south niche is a trinity comprising seate,l 

Buddha and two attendant Bodhisattvas. The left 

shoulder of Ihe seated Buddha is covered by the rohe, 

the right hand raised ami the left hand clasping Ihe 

hem of the doth. The head and drapery over the 

breast is repaired. The outer hands of the attendant 

Bodhisattvas hang downwards and the inner hands are 

held to the hreast. On each side beneath the roof is 

carved a flying celestial wilh high "hignon seemingly 

supporting the roof with hands. Ahove the roof is a 

hird form with outstretched wings in the centre, two 

ridge·pole ornaments and ill the ar,oas formed hy the 

sloping roof ends are represented the \I pper halves of 

worshippers with high (~hignoll~ holding lotus lIud-like 

objects. 

The middle niehe is of pointefklfch type housing 
two Buddhas. The dr"ss is the same as the Buddha 

in the south llie,he and hoth have right hawl raised and 

left hand holding tl", hem of the doth. The hodies, 

however, are slightly mOre slender. TI,,: areh·rront 

('ontains seVf'lI small seatefl Buddhas in dhyana position 

allil ends which terminate ill tigers standing on rattan 

stools. The half-palmelle design in the middle of the 

rattan stools is unusual. Tht~se stools arc supported 

hy dwarfs wilh hoth honds held upwards and bodies 

whid. arc more slender than those of Caves lX and X. 
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Surrounding the ardl-front and hanging down on ear-h 

side is a looped curlain. 

The north niche is similar to Ihat on the south side 
containing a Irinity of seated Buddha and attemlants 

under a roof. It differs from the south trinity in the 

left palm of the central Buddha which is expose,l anI! 

the ridge ornamenls which are formed of three trian· 
gular forms instead of a hinL 

Beneath these three niches is continuous row of WOf

shippers eut hy Ihree square tablets. Beneath the soulh 
niche on either side of the tablet is a lion followed by 

Iwo bhik~us. those on the top holding a large lotus 
Hower with a long stern. Beneath the middle niche 

eight hhik~us stand on the right of the tablet and seven 

on the left. all wearing robes which cover the left 

shoulder and conceal hoth hands. Beneath the north 

niche there are five worshippers on either side. only 
the row on the h,ft heing led hy two hhik~us. All 

except the hhik~us wear Phrygian caps and. from their 
dresses. it is suggested that those on the left side are 

men and those on the right. women. The differences 

may be due to the fact thai these niches were donated 
by different people although there are no inscriptions 
to prove this theory. 

The firs! zone is broader than the others and the 

arrangement of the niches is more complicated. It is 
eli vided into four sections. On the soul h are two 

pointe,l niches placeil one above the olher. fol1owel] 
by a second pair of nid,,,s the lop one of traheated 

type (PI. :32 R) and the lower of pointed.arch type. 

The third comprises a single large. splendid. trabeaten 
niche (PI. 31) and the fourth on the extreme north 

two niches one above the other. the lop of traheated 

type and the hottom of pointed.arch type (not visible 

in the plat". of. PI. 3:3). Outside these alll! cutting 
into the large nimbus of the main figure of the norlh 

wall arc two further rOWH eadl eontaininp; three nidws 

(PIs. 34-36). 

The upper niche of the soulhernmmt row is of point. 

cd type housing a trinity of seated Buddha with both 
dre:;s and posilion of hands as is usual in Cave VI!! 

type. Un each side of tbe round halo is a Hying celes. 

tiaL Seven seated Buddhas occupy the arch·front. the 
central figure with right hand raised and the rest in 

dhyana position. The dragon like animals in which 

the arch·ew!s lerminate stand on five· layered p",lestals 

which arc supported by celestial hoys with inner hands 
raised. B,'neath II,,: whole niche is a row of worship. 
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pers, on Ihe left Iwo figures are followed hya lion and 

although on Ihe right ther.e now stantls only one figure 

followed hy a liou. it would appear Ihat originally here 
too were two figures one of which has hecn covere(l 

by rlay repair work. 

In the nidw helow is a similar trinity amI seven 

seatel! Buddhas in the areh·front all in ,]hyona position. 

The area inrJuding- the left arrl!-end is covcrc(l with 

clay and repainted. Ileneath the niehe is a row of 

worshippers with three women on the left and Ihree 
men on the righl separaled hy a tahle!. 

The upper niehe of the second row will he describerl 

in the explanalion to PI. 32 B. The lower niche has 

a slightly rounded arch of poinled type and honses two 

seated Buddhas. The arch·front has a celestial in relief 
ill the centre with a floral-scroll pattern on either side 

(Ruh. II D). The area outside the front is divided inlo 

Iwo parts. the upper containing Borldisattvas with 

palms together and ankles cros::;ed and t}w lower stand

ing attendant Bodhisatl vas with haloes. Ahove the 

nidle i., a row of ten small. seated Buddhas. Beneath 

the niehe, instead of the row of worshippers seen else· 
where. is a row of three small niches with pointed 

arches. Judging from their dress. which is of Cave 

VI type. the scated Buddhas contained in Ihese niches 

would app"ar 10 he work of the later Northern Wei. 
(Hf'ight of second zone 1.67 tn., first zone 2.43 m.) 

PI. :n. East Wall. First Zone. Midrlle Niche. 

This is the most splendid of all the niehes on the 

east wall. It is surmountel] hv a douhle tra"cation , 
heneath \",hid! iR a hand of ~arlands in curtain loop 

form. The pentral image i~ a Bodhisattva seated in 

European style with ankles "rmsed. Although repaint. 

ed. the beautiful crown may still be scell (Rub. TIE). 
The face is round with lon~ ear·rings and part of the 

hair hang" down onto the shoulders. The right hUIlII 
is raised and the left rests on the left knee. Three 

difi''fent necklaces adorn the breast. the upper a plain 
plate, then two loops cmlinp; in confrollting animal 

heads and the third a long I'fossin~ w,cklal'e of pnarls 

or heads. The line forme,l hy the position of the 

crossel] legs down to the tips of thp feet is very skill· 
fnlly executed. At each knee stands a lion wilh round 

head, open mouth, large round eyes and f~hest fur 

banging down hetween the legs. The whole work· 
manship is full of vigour as seen a]~o in Caves VIJ 

and VIII. Wilhin till: I".'ntral compartment on I'aeh 
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,ide of the Bodhisattva is a verti('.,,1 row of five hhik?us 

with palms together. The outer compartments each 

contain attendant Hudhisaltvas with crowns and round 

haloes, their inner hands holding bud-like objects at 

the breast and outer hands hanging down holding the 

ends of the celestial scarfs_ The faces are round and 

the shoulders broad_ The incised lines of the skirts 

are done with great delicacy and resemble those of 

both reveals of the window in this cave_ The spac

ing of the ligures in this niehe is reminisc:eut of the 

niche .Iated '·thirteenth year of T'ai-ho" (A.D. 4.39) 
in the east reveal of the window of Cave X VII. 

Above th is trinity is seen a row of linely carved 

celestials, three on ei, her side facing towiuds the 

centre. They hold iutertwilled garlands which end in 

shapes re3cmhling hanging curtains at eadl side. Roth 

trabeation; arc divided by a thin bawl of pearls, the 

upper contain;ng cjght sections each of which hOBses 

a flying celestial symmetrically arrallged with four on 

each side facing towards the "enlre. The desigll of 

the cc1estials in the outside sections wiLh one leg out

stretched allel one hent is particularly grae,'[ul. The 

lower trabeation 13 divided intu seven sections, the 

central section containing a seated Buddha attemled by 

two kneeling celestials wilh high chignons. The three 

sections on each side house celestial musicians playing 

respectively frum south to ll"rth, pipe, tabor, flute, p'i

p'a, small drum and eymhal,. This douhle lrabeation 

in its ligures antI designs resembles those of the north 

walls of Caves VII and V Ill. Above the trabeation 

eight bhik~us on either side face towards the middle, 

their bodies slightly turner! inwards forming a unily 

of composilioll which never faJls into the mechanical. 

In Ihe top left ant! righl-haml areas, Ihe charaderistic 

of hin-kang sculptors to fill in every spare spa"e is 

well illustrated by th" two flying cdestials. Beneath 

the nidw is a row of \vor:-;hippers, seven un either 

side of a central tablet which is now missing. On 

the south 1.:) a group of men wearing Phrygian caps 

ami long cloaks with slender sleeves of which the 

leading three have palms together all.! Ihe lasl four, 

hands tucked into the sleeves. The figures on the 

north are women with caps of slightly different type 

and full length rohes beneath which can be seCll the 

long skirts. The position of the hands is the same as 

seen in the figures on the right. . Beneath the ligures of 

the worshippers is an unearveu bloek. The uneven

ness of Ihe level of these niehes woulJ. Sllgg(~st thai 
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they were "lannell inrleplmdcntly. (Height of fIgure 

1.07 m.) 

PI. :12 A. East Wall, Uppermost Zone. 

R. East Wall, First Zone, Second Lipper 

Niche. 

A. Showing a row of small pointe:l-ard, niches 

above the Thousand Buddhas,each containing a celcstial 

musician with high chignon playing various musical 

instruments, from north to south respectively, lute, p'i

p'a, flute, pipe, pan-pipes, tahor etc. These are con

tinue.l on the south wall. At waist height of the figures 

a railing runs along the front of the llirhes with a com

plicated openwork pattern heneath. A band of trian

gular pendants, now entirely dama~ed and repainted. 

hangs over the niches. S"paratinf; this from the ceiling 

is a narrow IJaml with a simple design of rcrtangles. 

Thi.s is also n:paintc(l hut is similar to that found on 

the south wall of the main room in Caves Vll and VIII. 

Part of the ceilin!l decoration of draf\ons and flying 

celestiah may he seen in thi,; plate. On the upper, 

half of the left-hand sid" of the plate can he seen the 

figure of a dwarf supporting the ceiliug. The lower 

half of this ligure is sculpled in relief while the upper, 

which ha.1 heen destroyed, has heen n,stored with 

paint. This figure awl its function is similar to that 

of the main rooms of Caves Vll, Vlll and X. (Height 
of uppl~rmost ZOIWS 0.92 m.) 

B. Showing the trabeated niche housing a s(~a(cd 

Bud,lh" (Rut.. lie). On each side are two Borlhisat

tV<lS, the inner two seated ill Eu!-'upean fi.l."hic)Jl on luw 
IOtllS pedestals with ankles I'f03se.! with a recumhent 

lion heside them and the outer two stallding. It is 

strange that these two outer ligures hoth have the left 

arm hanging downwards and are not syrnmdrkally 

designed as is usual. The right hand of the ('entral 

scatI'd Buddha is raised and the left palm held down

wards ami outwards. The face is slightly elongated 

ant! the head has a roun!1 halo and no nimbus. Above 

the group of figures is a row of three flying cdestials 

on each side wilh slightly elongate<! ho.lil's facing in

wards and holding intertwined garlands. The trabea

tion is divined into seven see/ions. the. central section 

containing two kneeling eelestial wor5hippcrs with an 
incense-lmrncr between them. The three sections on 

eae,h side each contain a flying celestial ;Jrr<lIlg(~d sym

rndrically. The ,m",s formed by the drop of the 

tral",ation are fill",1 with lotlls flowers with curiously 
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pointed petals. A three storeyed pagoda stands at 

each side of the niche with a seated BUlldha in each 

storey. slIrmollnte:d hya Sumeru throne and an upturned 

flower from which protrudes a semisphere, a rin~e" 

spire and a top ornament. These pagodas stand on 

five· layered pedestals and are of a design similar 

to that seen in Cave XU. Beneath the niche is a band 

of lotus pdals all,1 a hand with seate,1 worshippers 

hoth of which are rut by a tahlet. The whole niche 

has suffered from considerahlf~ repainting. On caeh 

side ahove the niche are two flying celestials much 

damaged and repainted (Ruh. II c). (Height of niche 
l.08m.) 

PI. 33. East Wall. First Zone. Fourth Row. Upper 

alH! Lower Niches. 

The upper niche is of trabeaterl form with looped 

curtain housing a Bollhisattva scated with ankles cros

sed on a rectangular pt~destaI. TlH~ three hreast orna

ments art~ :-;im ilar to those f.een on the fi~ure shown in 

PI. 31. The attendant Bodhisattva on each side holns 

the inner han,! to the hreast while the out erhands 

downwards. the fi!,ure on the north holtling a vase and 

that on the south an unidentified ohjec!. The drapery 

of the skirt is also fmely engraved. The trahcation 

is divide(~ into six: sections eaf'h containing a fiying 
celestial symmetrically arrange,!. On the extreme left 

may he seen the flaming nimhus of th~ northern wall 

and, between tlli::; and the ni('he. a vertiral row of five 

partitions elciJ housing a Buddha seated in dhyana 
postnre. Benmth the niche is a narrow hand of lotus 

petals dividing it from the lower niche. 

The lower niche is of pointed type and houses two 

Rllddhas seated side hy side 011 lotns pedestals. The 

faces are round. the shoulrlers hroarl. the right hands 

raised an,! the left hands rest on the foreleg hold the 

ends of the rohes. Roth shoulders of the figures are 

covered hy the rohes. The incise,] lines of the dra· 

pery show the style of I.ave VIII. Nine TIt"ldhas 

seated in dhyana position are depicted on the arch. 

front with the lines of the ,Irapery evenly represented. 

The arch-cnds terminate in tiger forms standing on 

rallan slools. By the side of the niche attendant 

Bodhisattvas stand on lotus pedestals. The arch· front 

is surrounde,I hy many worshippers with haloes. high 

chignons and palms togeth"r, Beneath the lotus ped. 

estals of the central figures is a row of worshippers 

of which only the upper ho<lies arranged five on either 
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side with an incense-burner in the centre can be seen. 

Reneath it is an ohlong space now repainted hut ori· 

ginally prohahly ,levoi,1 of decoration. 

On the extreme notth of this ZOlle is a vertical row 

of three niches (PIs .. 14, 35). (Height of upper niche 
l.ORm., lower niche .l.34m). 

PI. .'14. East WaIl, Fint Zone. SmalI Niches on 

North Extremity. 

Due to the space provided by their position the 

three niches, adjoining th(~ edge of the nimhus on thn 

extreme lefl of the plate. taper towarns the top. 

The mi,ldk niche is roofed and ('ontains a Bodhisattva 

seated with anldes crossed U1Hler a shallow looped 

eurtain hanging from tlw caves. The slanting sides 

of the luck of the seat of this ima~e arc unusual. 

Oil each side of the Bo,lhisattva may he seen a small 

lion, and at the sides of the niche a vertical 

row of three worshjppers. The lower niche is pointed 

and houses two Buddhas ",,,,,,,1 si,l" hy side Oil the 

floor. On tlIP an,h·front sev'.'n seate,1 Buddhas 'ife 

depicted and the arch~eJl(ls terminate in tiger fip;ures 

standing on rattan stools placed on the top of pillars. 

At each si,le of the pilbrs is a standin!': Bo,lhisattva. 

A group of worshippers surrounds the arch·front and 

ahove 11}(~m he neath a shallow looped curtain is a row 

of seven Buddhas seated in ,lhvana posture. Tlwsc 

three niches form a tria,I with Sakyamuni in the top 

niche foIIowed hy "'Iaitreya in the middle niche and 

Sakvamuni and Prahhutaratna in the hotlom niche, a 

combination which i~ :.tlso seen on the third zone of 

this wall. ,(nt~i~ht of middlf' nirhe 0.50 m .. imvPT niche 
0.";' Ill.) 

PI. 3". East Wall. First Zone, lJppermost Nieh" on 

North Extremity. 

Showing thp llPPf':[ niche of t.he lhf(~t~ nir,hc3 just 
descrihed. The ni .. he is of pointed.an,h type hOlls· 

ing only a seated Buddha (Ruh.HG). Seven Buddhas 

seated in dhyan:t posture are depiete<1 on the arch· 

front. The arch-enrls terminatp, in lion forms stand. 

il1~ on hases supported hy dwarf.; with their hands 

held ahove their he: .. ls. Beyond these are stand. 

ing attendant Bodhisaltvas and vertical rows of three 

worshippers ahove them. Along the top of th" ardl 

is a row of SfJVtm ede,:;f.ial musicians. De~pit~ tlwir 

small size it may he seen that the carving of the figures 

is executed well in the round and reminiscent of Cave 
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VIII style. The construction above the niche is also 

unusual with its compressed semisphericalfurm sur· 

mounted by a five.layered pedestal from which emerges 

a celestial boy iu the centre with half· palm ,ttes on cach 

side and a long spire with a slightly globular top. 

The design is well balanced. (Height of niche O.63m.) 

PI. :l6. East Wall. First Zone, Small Niche, cut in 

the Nimbus on North Extremity. 

Showing the niches in the space to the north of thme 
described above. In the top right.hand corner is shown 

part of the flaming nimbus of the north wall. This 

is cut by thre" niches which, hy their position, may be 
as.mmel! to he work of the later Norlhern Wei. The 

largest niche in the centre is of pointed-arch type hous. 

ing a Buddha trinity. The seated Budilha with right 

hand raise! lias an elongated face. The Ilress shows 

th!~ same charar.tcristics as in Cave XIA. and is seem· 

ingly the work of Ihe later YUn.bng period. Seven 

Buddhas seated in dhyllla position are depicted on the 

arch· front. The arch,cUlls terminate in animal forms. 

The dre" of the sianding attendant Bodhisattvas on 

each side i~ in the style of a long gown crossing low 
over the ho·ly. The skirts cover to the ankles. Snr· 

rounding the arch.front on either side are five stand. 

ing wor3hippers with high chignons. Above th~m is 
a row of ten pointed niche.;. (~:Ldl containing a Buddha 

s(~ate(l in Jhyana position. The oblong spare he neath 

tlw nidlc carries no decoration. 

The SI",lptnre ahove this niche certainly belongs to 

another niche but dll" to repair and repainting it is 
impossible to tell whether this was of traheIted type. 

It is dividd into fIve comp,rtments, the central one 

housing a Bodhisattva seated with ankles crossed, the 

next two, Bodhisattvas with one leg pendant and the 

outside pair Borlhisattvas seaten in Enropean fashion. 

All these arc certainly work of later YUn·kang style. 
Beneath the niche is a rectangular space now repaint
ed and it would SfH~m that tJH'~ original had no mliof. 

At the bottom of the plate a part of the lower pointed. 

ardl niche can he seen or which only a canopy with 

triangular pendants and triangular ornaments is 

visible. It seems once to have ('ontainerJ the Seven 

Bwldhas seated ill dhviina pmture on the ard,·front 

slirrounde<l on cal:h sille hy three standing worshipper; 

with high chignons but due to the repair and repaint. 

ing nothin!( more can he distinguished. (Height of 
srated figure O.54m.) 
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PI. 37. East Wall, Bottom Storey. 

Showing the hottom storey which is separated from 

Ihe first zone by a narrow band of lotus petals. It 
is divided into two' layers, the upper layer has a row 

of celestial worshippers with high chignons kneeling 
on one knee. The plate shows only the six: of these 

figures on the south side but the row is continued on 

the north side. Their heads are turned towards the 

north wall. Their hands which are carved in various 

positions hold various ohjects, some inecnse.burners, 
some lotus buds and some have palms together with 

lotus hurls between. Their C,ces are round, the shoul· 

ders hroad ani 1 the postures relaxed. They wear 

large round haloes and wide flowing celestial scark 

The drapery is finely incised. All these characteris· 
tics are reminiscent of Cave VIII style. 

Beneath this row is a shallow hand eontaining small 

pointed niches of irregular size (Rub. II M)-seemingly 
additions of a later Y iin.kang period. The lower layer 

has a shallow looped curtain at the top and formerly 

contained a row of worshippers reaching to the ground 
level. These figures facing towards the south wall 

wear Phrygian caps, long cloaks and trousers which 

seems to have been the fashion of Northern Wei. It is 

diflicnlt to understand why they faced towards the south. 
The wall surface here is mnch damaged and at a later 

date many minute niches have heen irregularly carved 

in it hetween the figures (Ruh. Ill). (Height of bottom 
storey 2.87m.) 

PI. 3R. East Wall, Bottom Storey, Kneeling celestial 

Worshippers. 
Showing the second, third and fourth worshippcrs 

from the south. On figures numher two and four 

hreast ornaments crossing low on the stomaeh are 

p-xecuted in enp;raved lines. On the central figure, a 
scarf over the left shoulder is tied on the left breast 

and crosses an ornament which comes from over the 
right shoulder. The broad celestial scarfs resemble 

those seen in Caves VII and VIII. (Height of right 

figure O.98m.) 

PI. 39. West Wall. 

On the right of the plate may be seen the large 
Bodhisattva of the north wall with ankles crossed and 

high nimbus reaching to the ceiling. Due to the 
inclination of the nimbus the west wall, like the east 

wall, tapers towards the top. The arrangement of the 
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west wall jn five zones IS the same as th e cast wall. 

The whole surface of the wall with the exception of 

the fifth stomy is entirely damaged, repaired and reo 

painted. (Height Ll.1,7 m., width 9.12 m.) 

PI. '1.0. West Wall, Upper Half. 

Of the fifth zone, the southern amI upper sections 

are original and the rest repainted. The large central 

niche of pointed type occupies the area of thirty.five 

of the smaller mehes and is of a similar design to 

that of the east wall. The Buddha which it contains 

is scated on a pedestal hut has been hadly damage,l, 

repaired and repainte,!. The Thousand Buddhas consist 

of eight rows of seventeen niches, each containing a 
single seated Bnd,lha as on the east wall. The area 

between the Thousand Buddhas and til<, south wall is 

fillerl by a seven storeyed pagoda which is not "'presen· 

tc,) on the east wall. Although repainted, originally a 

similar pago'la was represented here. The first storey 

and the top two storeys contain a single seated Buddha 

while the second storey houses a Bodhisattva with 

ankles crossed in the centre attende.l by two Bodhisat· 

tvas with one leg pendant. The third, fourth and fifth 

storeys each contain two Buddhas seated side by side. 

From the ends of the eaves on every storey hang ban· 

ners ami at the top of the pagoda is a five· layered 

pedestal sunnounte,l by a strange half·palmette design 

on each side, one petal of which is elongated to form 

large hells. Three branches protrude from this with 

broad piled rings in ('(me shape. These again are 

surmounte<l by flame shapes. 

The lop zone of this wall eontains a row of small 

niches of pointed.arch type each containing a celestial 

musician. These are conlinuerl on the south wall. 

What remains of these figures is in the original design. 

Above them is a row of triangular pendants adjoining 

the ceiling. 
The area between the lifth zone and the lower zone 

is completely damaged and has been repaired and reo 

painted. To the south of the area corresponding to 

the fourth zone on the east wall arc two venical pairs 

of niches which house single seated Buddhas. To the 

north of these is a repainted roofed niche with a seated 

Buddha on a pedestal. The whole arrangement of 

nidw~ in this area is confused. The area correspond. 

ing to Ihe third zone of the east wall contains three 

niches; the southernmost houses two Bu,ldhas seated 

side by side awl the mi,ldle niche, a Bodhisattva 
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with one leg pendant. All these are later rlay figum 

replacements. In the area on the extreme north is a 
niche containing a seated Buddha which has been 

repainted. The positions of these niches suggest the 

original plan of this zone hut :he forms of niches have 

been quite arhitrarily restored in modern times. 
(Height of fifth zone about 2.20m.) 

PI. 41. \V cst Wall, Lower half. 

On the extreme right of the plate the feet resting Oil 

a lotus per]estal and the right knee of the large Bo· 

,lhisattva of the north wall may he seen. The bottom 

storey of the west wall is divider! into two layers, the 

upper showing a row of kneeling worshippers and the 

bottom layer a row of standing wo"hil'l'ers, both of 

whidl hav(~ h(~j:n rerminled ill modern tirnt~s. On t.1H~ 

fiTst zone are three ni(~hel:i. the southernmost contain

ing two Buddhas seated side by side and the mi,ld Ie 

niche, a Buddha seated in European fashion which 

are all modern day fign""s. The arch·fronts are also 

c'ov(~red with modern repainting whi(',h t~ntjrely iglwre~ 

th" original forms. They may oril'inally have ],,,,,,, 

of pointed.arch type. The north nid", is on a small 

seale and houses an entir"'y modern clay figure of 

Buddha. Beneath these niches a band containing 

worshippers must presumed have heen "lit by tahlet, 

containing insc'ription~. 

Two niches are visihle on tlw sP('ond storey, that 

on the south is of roofe,l type and contains a Bodhi· 

sattva with ankles crossed, the next is of pointed type 

with two Buddhas seated side by side. A row of wor· 

shippers may once have t:xi...;ted heneath t.hes,: two 

niches. As seen now, t.hese figures are all modern 

clay and repainted works. The area hetween these 

niches and the nimbus of the north wall is covered 

with modern painting and the original ap'pearanec 

cannot possibly he imagiJl(~d. (Present height of entrance 
gateway :3.65 m.) 

P!. 1,2. North Wall, Main Image. 

The Bodhisattva seale,] in European fashion with 

ankles cross(~d was possibly intclldt~d to rq)fcscnt l\daj

treva. The pedeslal, althouth now repainten, is in the 

original rectangular form. 'Due to the shallow depth 

of the cave the whole of the figure rOil 1<1 no! he in· 

cluded on one plate. Th" wall surface is mueh 

damaf;",l and ex""pl for thl: tips of the f"et 1.1", whole 

surface of the hgure has been "'paired will. rlay. The 
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drapery, ne(~k and breast ornaments are all compara· 

tively new but the broad shoulders and position of the 

arms as well as the raise,l right hand. the left hand 

resting on the knee and the crossing of the feet show 

the original forms. Between the right hand and right 

thigh stands a Bodhisattva intcnrle.l as a support for 

the hand. The faee is also repairer!. On tl", wall is 

carved a large nimhus reaching to the ceiling. Roth 

sides of the nimlms have heen repainted but the top 

part retains the original pattern-namely an outer 

flame hand followed hy a hand of floral scrolls and a 

band of flying celestials. The round halo can no 

longer be dearly distinguishe<l but on eaeh si,lc of the 

hea,l can he seen a fragment of lotus pattern. (Hei~ht 
of figure 12.95 m.) 

Pis. 4:3-45. NOlth Wall. Main Image. Upper Bo.ly. 

The hearl of the main image is carved in the round. 

Despite the repairs a part of the hair and the hanging 

cloth of the crown can b~ distinguished behind the 

left ear. The round faee as seen at present has been 

repaired with papier-mach" and th~n painterl gold-a 

method of repair used also in Cave V. The line form· 

ed by the forehead to the tip of the nose is very severe 

and the long line of the eyebrow can still be traced. 

The pupils of the eyes and the locks of hair at the top 

of the forehead, the cheeks. lips and chin have heen 

altere<l hy the repair work. The lohes of the ears have 

also been repaired. Originally large earrings m'IY 

have hung from the ears. The surface of the tall 

crown is damagp,d hut the original may have contained 

a lotus flower on each side. The repaired drapery 

comin~ down over the L,ft shoulder s"cms to hide what 

was originally a hreast ornament. The main image 

here may have been in a stvle similar to that of Cave 

VII. On the extreme hft of PI. 41, parts of reliefs 

of a floral 5<:roll. a flying celestial and a scaterl Buddha 

can he distinfluished cadI h >longing to the hands of 

the original nimhus. (Height of head 3.42m.) 

PI. 1-6 A. North Wall, Main Image. Right Hand. 

B. North Wall. Main Image. Feet an.l Lotus 

Pedestal. 

A. Showing the raised right haw I. The original 

form is visjhh~ und~r the repair. Thp, lines marking 
the joint of the fingers are also repaire<l and it would 

seem that there existed a web hetween the thumh and 

index flllger. The supporting figure under the wrist 
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as SAen now has two pairs of arms hut it is not ~ertaill 

that this was so in the original figure. (Height of hand 

2.30m.) 

n. Showing the fep.t of the main image fi~stillg on 
the rounrl lotus pedestal. The original form can h" 

seen beneath the repaired surface. Although slightly 

damaged it can he seen that the carving of the lotus 

pede'tal is not very deep (Rub. II H.). Compared 

with the pedestals in the Five Caves of T'an-Yao it is 

clear that this carving is not in the style of tIl" early 

Yun-kang perio'l. (Height of lotus petals band O.48m.) 

PI. 47 A. North Wall. Main Image. Nimhus, West 

Part. 

B. North Wall, Main Image. Nimbus. East 

Part. 

A. B. The nimhus is almost entirely ,lestroyed. To 

the west of the head in plate A traces of a hand of 

seated Buddhas and a lotus hand of the round halo and 

traces of bands of flying celestials of the original 

nimbus can be seen. The modern repainting does 

not follow the original. 

PI. 48. Ceiling. 

The ceiling is divided into two parts, the northern 

part curving up onto the ceiling from the nimbus of 

the north wall and showing pointed arch border"rl hy 

a flaming pattern with a hand of repeated half-pal

mettes within this. The flame pattern is finely incised 

but has lost the vigour of the early Yun-kang style. 

Beyond this flaming band is another band of floral 

scroll pattern which has been described in Vol. IV. p. 

107 of this series. This partieular pattern is the most 

splendid seen in the whole of this cave with eight 

leaves on each palmette hetween the undulating 

tendrils. A schematised hunch of grapes emerges 

from the centre of the palmette. In addition to this 

main palmette, other half.palnwttes with four leaves 

an~ inserted and oc('usional1v intp-rtwined. 

The southern part of the ceiling occupies a broad 

area with repres:mtations of two intertwined dragons 

running: from east to west. The gcales on their hodies 

are now repainted and the "paces formerl by their curv

ing hodies are fi lied with dond pattern and occasional

ly flying celestials. Although the ceilinfl has heen 

entirely repainted some id"a of the original can still 

he derived. The surround of the ceiling has a hand 

of triangular pendants on the cast, west and south 

walls. (Length 7.89m., width 4.93m.) 
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PI. 19. Ceiling, South-East Part. 

Showing the ,outh-east area of the ceiling with part 
of the bands of the large nimbus and part of one dra
gon's body. Despite the repainting where the relief has 
fallen away, the skillful cloud pattern, the finely carv-

• 
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ed fiying celestials wearing crowns and the holloweil 
out floral-scroll pattern can still be traced. Here the 
diminished vigour of the early Yiin-kang style has been 
replaced by a greater delicacy of feeling. (Width of 
floral·scroll band O.85m., of flaming band O.64m.) 
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